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/rum NEW
TA-State Defender.
The'South'silndependent,Weekly"
MEMPHIS, TENN. — SATURDAY NOVEMBER 24,
Jobs For Negroes ;NAACP Firm In Request
Strong Contenders In In Federal Gov.
Church Of God In Christ
To Be Senior Bishop
Who will be the next leader
of the three-million member
Church of God in Christ?
That question will be decid-
ed by the delegates attending
the 55th Holy Convocation
here at Mason Temple be-
tween Nov. 25 and Dec. 8.
The newly elected leader
will fill. the vacancy created
by the death of Bishop Charles
Harrison Mason, founder of the
church who died in Detroit last
year on the eve of the 54th an-
nual convocation.
He was eulogized and en-
tombed in the temple named
in his honor during last year's
meeting.
Among the strong contend-
ers for the office are Bishops
A. B. McEwen, pastor of the
Lane Ave. Church of God in
Christ, and 0. T. Jones of
Philadelphia, leader of the
Youth Department, who deliv-
ered the eulogy for the late
leader.
CHAIRMAN
Bishop McEwen has been
serving as chairman of special-
ly appointed board of execu-
tive commissioners who have
been directing the affairs of
the Church since they were
named to the posts by the late
See BISHOP, Page 2
JOSEPH CATRON
Celebrates 100th Birthday Anniv.
Show Increase For Union To Eliminate
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
the net increase of 62,833 jobs
in the Federal Government
during the period June 1961 to
June 1962 Negroes accounted
for 10,737 or more than 17
per cent, according to final
figures of a world wide sur-
vey made for the President's
Committee on Eqaul Employ-
ment Opportunity and releas-
ed today.
Almost 5.500 of the increase
were in jobs with salaries
ranging from $4,565 to 410,165
a year (GS 5 • 11) while an
additional 374 jobs carried
salaries of $8,840 to $20,000
(GS 12 - 18) a year.
The report showed a June
1961 total of 282,816 Negroes
in Federal jobs as compared
to 293,353 in June 1962. Negro
employment is 13 per cent of
the total.
In commenting upon the
fact that the gain in Negro
employment was principally in
the higher - level, white col-
lar positions, Vice President
Lyndon. B. Johnson, Chairman,
of the Committee, said:
"This gain is a direct resill'
of a concentrated effort 1,
assure that our Negro popula-
tiesa,-and our minority groups
are given an equal opportuni-
ty in government employment
on the sole basis of merit and
fitness. It has been achieved
by intensifying the govern-
ment's efforts to publicize to
Negroes the opportunities in
the Federal government to en-
courage those who are quali-
fied to compete on the basis
of merit with all our other
citizens.
retary Roy Wilkins pointedly
asserted that "a Negro worker
needs the patience of Job, the
hide of an elephant plus a
'crowbar to get into Mr.
I Meany's own union — the
I plumbers."
Pres.Committee
Gives Report On
Employment
WASHINGTON, D. C. — In
its 19 months of operation, the
President's Committee on
Equal Employment Opportuni-
ty has obtained corrective ac-
tion in 64 per cent of the com-
plaints of discrimination in-
volving government contrac-
tors and 37 per cent in com-
plaints involving government
contractors and 37 per cent in
complaints involving govern-
ment employment.
That was reported this week
by Hobart Taylor, Jr., execu-
tive vice chairman of the
President's Committee, at a
meeting of the committee in
Hernando at., Saturday, Nov. Washington.
24, starting at 10 p.m.
Shriners To Give
Annual Ball, Nov. 24
The Moolith Temple No. 54
of Shriners has made plans to
hold its annual Charity Poten-
tate Ball at Club Hardy, 195
Taylor said that Vice Presi- 1
„Members of the Mississippilnot actually know his exact Proceeds from the ball will dent Johnson had emphasized
Seventh Day AdventistIbirthday until a few years be earmarked for Christmas
aburch awarded Joseph Cat-ago when he received a letter charity. Admission in advance signing of Programs for Fair
ecan of 772 Hanley at, a plaqueifrom one of the descendants is $1. At the door it is $1.25, Practices and the construction
last Thursday for 57 years of of the plantation owner a announced Potentate Eddie compliance report system coy-
faithful service to the church Catron living in Springfield, Pinkston,• w h o is general ering some 3,000,000 employees
ich was organized here in i,I11. — giving him information chairman of the affair. Also would provide for a faster-
05. 'about his parents and his exact working on the committee are Moving program in training
.At the same time they wish- birthdate. • H. F. Patton and Howard Wil- and retraining unskilled and
ed him a happy birthday. He POLICE BRUTALITY hams. Tickets can 
be obtained semi-skilled workers in badly-
needed skills.
that the combination of union
Wilkins added that "The
NAACP has no intention of
relaxing its campaign until
the artificial barriers to pay-
roll parity are achieved.
"Our staff members," he
said in reference to Labor
Secretary Herbert Hill and
General Counsel Robert L.
Carter, "are following the di-
rectives of our natioinal con-
vention and have the full sup-
port of our membership."
clinic to accompany her hus-
band.
The family is scheduled to
vacation in Rome later this
Week.
A reception was given at
Metropolitan Baptist church on
Racial Discrimination
NEW YORK -- Following
attacks by George Meany,
president of the AFL-CIO, the
NAACP this week reaffirmed
its intention to press its cam-
paign to eliminate racial bias
in the labor movement.
A resolution adopted by the
NAACP Board of Directors at
its regular monthly meeting
here, Nov. 12. reiterated the
Association's policy of seeking
"to prevent racial discrimina-
tion by any public body or These remarks were in re-
organization including labor sponse to the suggestion by
unions." AFL-CIO President Meany
In response to a renewed that Hill be dropped from the
attack by Meetly on the very NAACP's staff for his tena-
day the Board resolution was MIAS drive of pointing out
passed, NAACP Executive Sec- trade union bias.
In answer to Meany's as-
sertion that the AFL-CIO will
no longer give financial aid
to the Association, Wilkins
said they are "withdrawing
something that does not exist."
He said the AFL - CIO is not
a ccmtr butor to the NAACP.
"NA,.:',P funds come pri-
no.rily - not entirely — from
our members, not from 1
Aultg
('Oh-
organizations. ws1-i 
A
1962
s that support would
be."
The AFL - CIO has protest-
ate- ide Politica: League, Incdrive to secure equitable em- :ed the Association's all-out ,St W
See NAACP, Page 2
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Owen Librarian
Goes To Nigeria
Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Jones and their two children
William Jr., three and two-
year-old Renee left Memphis
by air on Monday enroute for
Nigeria and a two-year stint
with the United States Infor-
mation Service.
Jones will be on leave from
his post as librarian of Owen
Junior college.
His wife, the former Miss
Andrewnetta Hawkins, left her
job as a medical technician Frank Kilpatrick, first vicel
rney Heads Local Chapter Of
with the Medical Associates chairman: Benjamin F. Blakey,
second vice chairman; Law-
rence S. Wade, secretary; Mrs.
Ethel Lenoir, recording sec-
A new political organization
was formed by some of Mem-
phis' leading Negro citizens
during a meeting at Universal
Life Insurance building, 480
Linden ave., Nov. 14. The new
Democratic club is affiliated
with the stai.e-wide Tennessee
Federation of Democratic
Leagues. Inc.. which was or-
ganized in Nishville Sept. 15.
Nearly 50 local citizens were
invited to the organizational
meeting. Elected chairman was
H. T. Lockhard, a well known
local attorney.
•
'registration of Democrats in
Shelby County in order to pre-
vent Tennessee "going Repub-1 •
,lican during the next presi-
dential election in 1964. Add-
led was: "This move is to
counter a Republican r u
away during a current scheme
to build-up a potent force in
the south.''
Officials of the new organi-
zation revealed that they will,
work closely with the new ad-
ministration of Governor-elect
Frank G. Clement.
I Also listed as some of the
purposes of the new political
league were:
I (1) Conduct seminars among
'registered voters to emphasize
the importance of voting
(2) Conduct classes among
registered voters with respect
to issues involved in each
election — because many peo-
ple go to the polls and vote for
one or two candidates and
leave without voting on other
See ATTORNEY, Page 2
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duringSeeking Volunteers For Work
In Domestic Peace Corps
retary; H. A. Gilliam, trees- The Associated Community a training and action demon-
urer; Rev. Gonya P. Hentrel,
chaplain; and Robert "Bob"
Wright, sergeant-at-arms.
Sunday as a farewell for the The local league states its
Joneses. purpose as "to help increase
n recalling the history Of lag business for himself, Cat- ,. .
Memphis, along with the his- roil - worked at such jobs ii, 
and Urban Youth Service health services for youth in
Corps
tOry of some of the persons attendant on a boat and be.
who had come to greet him. boy at a hotel. -
The centenarian is a charter He recalls that one of his
member of the church, and has jobs WRS MOVing bodies 'from
held practically every office a cemetery to make way -for
in the church that is open to John Gaston hospita l.
a layman. One of its most Catron also remembers the
prosperous members at the be- days when police in Memphis
gining, he paid its debts when were extremely brutal to Ne-•
others were unable to contrib- ernes.
ute. "One night I was going home
When the plaque was Pre" after attending a Bible study
sented to Catron last Thurs- and a policeman galloped up
day by Elder Charles R. Gra- on a horse and wanted to
ham, the pastor of the church, know where I Was going," he
the elderly man astounded said.
0 some of the visitors by read- "In those days they didn'ting the citation on it without let calnred folks walk the
glasses. . streets after clerk. I told the
EXACT BIRTHDATE offie-r ,,innr,.  I was some and
Catron's vision Is extremely he leened down and hit me
good. Some mornings he is up Vkith his stick. My Bible flew
early to get the paper as soon one way and I fell the other,
as the boy delivers it. His and the officer galloped away."
favorite bok is the Bible, but up until a year age. Catron
he keeps up with current had a home at Avalon near
events and will discuss them union.
with callers. "When I bought a place
Catron was born in Somer-'there. people wanted to know
ville. Tenn., on Nov. 15, 1882,1.. ywn I was moving so far out.
the son of Hudson and Myra!,Cotton fields were around me,
Catron, who had been slaves and rabbits running- around
on-. adjoining plantations. His 00 what is „w tinton are.-
fether enlisted in the Union. Catron now lives with his
Army and lost his life in bat- daughter ancl son-in-taw, Mr.
tle. and Mrs Clarence E. Isabel of
Coming to Memphis at thr 772 Perim/ st.. in Overlap
age of 17. he held odd Jobs to Winona. Since news of hi, .108th
support himself. He was among birthelev was published. they
the first Negro students who hive been busy answering0 entered what was then Leslealls from persons who hadMoyne Elementary school and known him veers am. othere
he completed three grades. I who say he is a long lost rela-
Although Catron had an idea l
about how old he was, he clidl See CELEBRATES, Page 2
from any Shriner.
was 100 years old, and he be Before going into the mov-
si
FOUR OF KIND -- The Felts Quadruplet, of North Care
ma will fly to Miami to Join the throng that will cheer far
Florida AdM university when the Rattlers play in the
Orange Blossom eisuude on Dec. II. The sisters will he charm-
ing auh-deb contenders for queen of Florida unIvendly.
4
9
They will appear on a special showcase" float constructed
and sponaoreal by the Pet Min. company. The girls will
•Ferar In the Pregame parade .Ith Miss and her
pretty court of attendants.
Teams, Inc. (ACT), a non-
'profit organization, is operat-
ing under a grant provided by
the federal government to de-.
velop a Domestic Peace Corps
program as an out-
growth of the Domestic Peace
Corps project.
The Domestic Peace Corps,
stration program will under-
take in the Harlem Commu-
nity, an effort to improve and
expand vocational, educational,
recreational, social welfare and
Central Ha rlerti.
It is to be a pilot program-
which will subsequently -be
See SEEKING, age 2
Surgeon's Wife Ben Branch's Band
Named Chairman Filmed For Route 66
, Ben Branch aid His Combo
was filmed here as part of the
T.V. Show Route 66 whkh
was being "shot" here in MeV).
The National Foundation for
'Neuromuscular Diseases, a 
phis last week.
!non-profit voluntary health Branch. music instr
uctor -at
.
agency, has named Mrs. Ar.. Father Bertrand high 
schegd,
thur T Davidson to serve as also leads one of the outstared-
national special projects chairH cinogmblocsal dance bands and jazz
man.
Mrs. Davidson, the wife of a His band was filmed at
prominent HartfordHartford surgeon, bert Humphrey's estate lag
has been treasurer of the foun- Saturday.
dation's Connecticut chapter
since its inception in 1960.
In her new national post,
Mrs. Davidson will form an
inter-racial committee of pro-
fessional, business and frater-
nal 3.1eaders to arrange special
events and projects, including
Europe and the Pacific during
Funds derived from thess
.nrograms will help support the •
foundation's Patient Service
and research programs in the '•
field of crippling nerve and
muscle disorders which afflict
an estimated 5.000,000 children
and adults in t h e United
States. MRS. ARTHUR
Of Committee
I DAVIDSON
Page 2
StorkStops
000ZZatifs ty
AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL Veore.
Nov. 1 Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hamp-
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Dow- ton, 745 Concord; girl, Bev-
dy, 1549 Ash; boy, Steve Lee. erly Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Jack- Mr. and Mrs. Herman G.
son, 892 E. McLemore, looY, Brown, 1496 Castalia; twin
Phillip Ill. boys.
Nov. 3 Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J.Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lee Ballentine, 1401 Eloise; girl,Barnes, 127 E. Utah; 
"' jef. Jacqueline Ann.frey Eli. Mr. and 'Mrs. Levi Byrd, Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Green,Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Towner, 1119 Firestone; girl, Eva Pearl. 731 Hamilton; girl, Tammy
Elaine.
1492 Alcy rd.; girl,' Vieki Mr. and /Vs. James H. Fienea•
Washington, 1247 Mississippi; Mr. and Mrs. Watson A.Mr. and Mis. William Ellis, Owens, 247 Modder; girl, Lin-boy, Dewayne Harbin.1225 N. Evergreen; girl, Dei- Nov. II - da Caro].
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gor-Mr. and Mrs. Felix Hudson,
310 N. Decatur; girl, Carol don, 1106 N. Dunlap; boy, Rod-
Ann. crick.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Foster, DoMwre.11,an5c172Mrps.on
Wtotiocllia;mgirEl,
Joyce 'Etta.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Donald-
son, 445 Monroe; a boy.
Nov. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Al-
len, 1314 Texas; a girl, Roena.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
Parsons, 4908 Black rd.; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Hines,
812 Williams; girl, Terry Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Long,
1507 Lake Grove; boy, James
Clifton jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert 0.
Wright, 2690 Spottswood; boy,
Russell Antonio.
4859 Ortie dr.; boy, Walter Nov.
Charles. Mr. and Mrs. 
Adolphus
Nov.? Shipp, 2632 
Saratoga; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lee Mor- 'Willie James.
Os, 242 W. Utah, boy, Joe Lee ! Mr. 
and Mrs. Maurice Bur-
jr. ton, 858 Eyers; boy, 
Malcolm
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin C. Ral- Eugene.
Brigs 1041 N. Seventh, Apt. 8; Mr. 
and Mrs. William B. 2800 Clifford; girl, Annie B.
Whiting, 566 St. Paul; girl, Mr. and Mrs. John E. Con-Eirt, Tony Marrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Shaw. Sharon 
Yvette. ley, 120 E. Person; boy Gabriel
240 Radar rd.; a boy 
I Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Al- LaJeunessee.
,dridge, 693 N. Fifth; boy, Rob- Mr. and Mrs. Kernetchens.,.
- 
'Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Da- : ert Howard. 
Smith, 256 Auction; boy, Ter-
vis, 3400 Felton dr.; a boy. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Martin, ry Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Onnie Massey .1283 N. 
Philadelphia; girl, Nov. 16
1405 Gold, a girl. .Janette 
Yvonne. Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Lewis,
•• Mr. and Mrs. James Yates,. Mr. 
and Mrs. J. C. Davis, 966 743 Wills; girl, Carla Michelle.
Neil, 2095 Hunter; girl, Sandra
Rochelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Acey W. Byrd,
724 Lucy; boy, Eric Dwain.
Mr. and Mrs. Ester M. Shaw,
1435 Washington; girl, Barba-
ra Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Thomas,
982 S. Wellington; girl, Wanda
Faye Louise.
1
AT JOHN GASTON
HOSPITAL
Nev. 10
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Glee-
ton, 1485 Patton; boy, De-
wayne..
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Griffin,
954 S. Parkway; boy, Herman
dra LaFawn.
Nov. 4
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Ma-
lone, Rt. 4, Box 351, Milling-
ton; boy Glynic Cornell.
,545 N. Seventh; boy, Cleve.
Nev. 5 land Berl.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. John D. Bib-
Mr 
Walker; girl, Marcia Lynne.! 1565 W. Dianne cl.; girl,
. and Mrs. Wilbert N. Lee,! bier.boy, Amos Ilium Marie.3193 Salter' rd.; ; Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Isom,Randolph.
'900 Crump ct.; girl, Nina
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hender-
son, 1047 Leath, Apt. 7; boy, 
Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Tun-Fenton Jerome.
:stall, 848 E. Trigg; girl, Terri
Mr. and Mrs. Selmer McCol-
lins, 1500 Rayburn; boy, Regi_ iLynne.Mr. and Mrs. John L. Todd,
nald Bernard. 2787 Douglas; girl, Sarah Lou-Mr. and Mrs. Noble Powell,
3355 Alta rd.; girl, Toya Lynn. l ise.Mr. and Mrs. John B. Hunt,Nov. 6
_ 215 Decatur; girl, Dorothy
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Gra
ham, 41 Lucas; boy, Ninno Or- e •Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Travis N.lando.
Mr and Mrs. Walter Evans, 1892 Carver; girl, 
Vernell. THraayvniess,Nalth27a4nielEmpire; boy, I
Mr. and Mrs. James Warren,
895 Florida; girl, Joyce Blon-
dine.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy King, 1563
Pillow; girl. Mall, Alice,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie B. Dye,
014 N Third; !Baby row. boy, J. C. Ir. Mr. and Mrs. Johnny P.a bov
Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Autry L Wit- 1
son, 1729 Berryhill; boy Wal-
ter Levester.
. Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo Rhyne,
888 N. Bellevue; girl. Jessica '
- -
Bishop
(Contained I age 1
Bishop Mason.
Bishop Jones, who is repoit-
sly the senior bishop in the
Church, in point of service,
will be another strong conten-
der for the top office.
• The leader of the Church's
Youth Department, he was en-
dorsed for the high office by
delegates to the Youth Con-
vention in Detroit last sum-
mer.
His oldest son. Rev. G. T.
Jones, Jr., told the assembled
delegates that Bishop Jones!
was comparable to Joshua dur-I
ing the pilgrimage of the chil-I •
dress of Israel after the death!
of the leader, compared to ,:
Moses, should rightfully be
erevated to the office.
preparation for the elec;
tien, advance conferences have
beien held throughout t h e
country to acquaint delegates
with constitutional procedures
of the Church which govern'
the election.
The meetings will open withl
three days of fasting and.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin D. Long,
1839 Fields: boy, Cedric David.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Math-
er, 229 Dutro; boy, Alfonzo
Clifton.
Nov. 13
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L.
White, 333 Baltic; boy, Ber-
nard.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Askew,
1625 Gaither; boy, Anthony.
Mr. a n d Mrs. Robert L.
Johnson, 893 Imperial; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Goss,
1013 Harrison; boy, Alonzo jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Hill, 777
David: girl, Susan Vanessa.
Nov. 14
Mr. and Mrs. Louis C. Mc-
Attorne
Thompson, 1971 Murley; boy, -
II( ith J rn .
many others. He sings tenor.
Porter, who has proved that
not only can he sing, but has
displayed a great deal of good
showmanship—which usually
takes his audience by surprise
He has been billed with
because of his youthfulness
such local recording artists as
the "Mar-Keys", Triumphs and
Tenor Soloist William Bell
and Atlanta, Ga.'s Barbara
Stephens and nationally.
known Aretha Franklin.
Porter said, "If my second
recording proves very success-
ful, -I'm going to stick in the
singing business."
The young tenor started off
recording for Star Recording
company. He also had a re-
lease with Eagle Records and
now he is recording for Hi
Recording Company.
Porter has an exclusive
manager's contract with Mid-
South Management, headed
by Atty. Alex Migliara.
The young Memphian will
undergo a name-change on his
new recording. His recording
name will be Kenny Cain.
Seeking
(Continued From age 1)
based in other urban centers
throughout the country. It is
a domestic effort to adapt and
incorporate t h e underlying
ideas and principles that are
currently operating in the
United States Peace Corps.
Accordingly, Domestic Peace
Corps volunteers, will be train-
ed to perform a number of im-
portant functions that now go
begging in youth serving
agencies.
An orientation and on-the-
j113 program has been devised
  for preparing Domestic Peace
Corps volunteers for active
participation in the above list-Celebrates.edTh. preobbeommeasrtiecas.Peace Corps
volunteers will be asked to
serve at present for a one-
I Mr. a n d Mrs. Alvin M. (Continued From age 1) 
year
will
  it,eo ur r ouf g h t  duty.io VolunteersNe wsori,
Stams, 545 Crump; boy, Al- tive, and one lady who felt City and provided with insti-
that a person who had reached
such a lofty age would be able
to give her answers to her
vin Maxon IL
Mr. and Mrs. Anais Pygum,
813 Neptune; girl, Gloria Ann.
Mr. a n d Mrs. Jimmy L.
Elam 269 Bond; boy, Christo-
pher Jerome
NAACP
(Continued From age 1)
ployment opportunities for
Negro workers.
y
This has included appeals
tions Board for decertification
to the National Labor Rela-
(Continued From age 1)
important issues.
(3) Work closely with all
other existing Democratic or-
ganizations.
Officers of the new league
pointed out that "This league
is not in conflict with any
other political organization
now in existence. Most of the
members of the new organi-
zation are also members of the
Shelby Coun ty Democratic
club "
It was further stated that
the "new Democratic organiza-
tion plans to be self-sustaining
and will not go to the public
for funds."
The next meeting is sched-
uled for 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Nov. 28 at Universal Life In-
surance building.
Chairman pro tern of the or-j
ganizational meeting was H.
A. Gilliam. vice president of
Universal Life Insurance Corn-
D
•David or. er.. Or Is It Kenny am.
Oh Well! He Has A New Recording
David Porter„ the 20-year-
old freshman at LeMoyne col-
lege, whose first , recording,
"Farewell" and on the flip
side, "Chivalry," got him a
measure of fame in parts of
Texas, Alabama, Missouri and
of course, all of Tennessee —
has recorded his second disc.
The "A" side of Porter's sec-
ond recording is "Words Can
Never Say." The "B" side is
"Practice Makes Perfect." The
story behind the recording
goes something like this: "A
son is having a conversatiou
with his mother. The mother
is telling the son that if you
practice you'll never miss MK-
cess. The son replied, 'Mother,
I can practice most things, but
I cannot practice love when
my love is gone.'"
The recording was released
Nov. 9.
Porter, who has been singing
since he was seven years old,
started to make public ap-
pearances during his high
school days at Booker T.
Washington. He has appeared
t the Continental Club. Fla-
mingo Room, VFW Club and
DAVID PORTER
tutional living accommoda-
tions, subsistence and an in-
ducement stipend.
problems. After completion of this on-
Catron attributes his longientation and training program,
life to the fact that he has the volunteers will spend six
been keeping the "Ten Corn- months in on-the-job training
'mandments" as outlined in the in developing an Urban Youth
Bible. Service Corps.
THREE MARRIAGES ACT is further planning to
Married three times, Catron undertake a continuing pro-
buried his third wife, the late gram of study in the field of
Mrs. Nancy Catron, in 1958. research and evaluation on the
Four of his children, three effectiveness of the Domestic
sons and a daughter, live in Peace Corps Harlem — orient-
Cincinnati. They are John, ed training program with the
Hugh and Joseph Catron, Jr., view toward preparing broad-
and Mrs. Ida Wong. er volunteer participation on
Among his grandchildren the part of youth and adult
for the overall improvement of
the institutions concerned.
ACT is now recruiting vol-
unteers of all ages. Volunteers
James Isabel, a postal worker for recruitment are asked toThe Association's National in Cincinnati; Joseph Isabel, a write for an application to:
'Board of Directors passed a postal worker; Charles Isabel, The Domestic Peace Corps
resolution this week in which a student at Tennessee A&I (ACT)it pointed out that the reso- State university, and Miss 179 West 137 St.
lution to appeal to the NLRB Marilyn Isabel, a student at New York 30, New York
and-or the courts was adopted ITuskegee Institute. Another Attn: Recruitment Officer
three years ago by the NA- grandson, Clarence E. Isabel, Further information will be
ACP at its annual convention lir., a musician, lives in De-isupplied on request or tele-
in St. Paul, Minn. troit. phone: AUdulon 6-1100.
are Mrs. Cora I. Reid, a teach-
of specific unions for failure er at Klondike Elementary
,to render equal treatment to school; Mrs. Carolyn Cash, a
Negro members nurse at Oakville sanitarium;
prayer. pany.
We
Have
'Em!
Special
( 
Combination Offer
SYLVANIA PORTABLE TV
P.4 19" T
•ontrolleA 'showery
94In 'F4. el Irsol•
stioseeally, 174 sq.
•5e.1•119PII 5.
to. ,trows •re,•.
WITH STAND eremitiees. RI report
...BOTH dJ.J.,.,,,.r' Jsi.sL 
FOR ONLY
• st" Per Week
1st Payment Jan.
I CHECK THE SYLVANIA
SUBURBANITE AGAINST
1, 1963 PORTABLENY 
OTHER
   
T1 9V "
SEE THE NATION'S - I 19" PORTABLE TV AT...
BOB KING'S AND
FURNITURE APPLIANCE CO.
237 SO. COOPER
HALF A CENTURY OF DEPENDABLE
*eV
We Sell
TABLE PADS
West a ;landsome, beautifully up
'nnIstered chair or sofa at a frac
-'on of mf of a new one?
Cell us today, JA 6-2483, for free
estlmates. Ja-nples shown in 'your
orne. No obllgation!
Always Your
GUARANTEE
Of The Utmost In
SATISFACTION!
Special! 
M 
se900
ushion Sofa U
Special! $ ,900
Sofa Bed ...
SAVE MONEY ON SLEEP
**
• • •
FROM OUR FACTORY ... DIRECT TO YOU!
BAD BACK INNERSPRING MATTRESS •*
$79.50 Quality . . . Tufted or Smooth Top 
$49.50 Quality . . . Tufted Only our pice 13
$39.50 Ouali:y . . . Tufted Only our price $19.95
MAKE YOUR OLD MATTRESS LIKE NEW
Airt:ex, Renovated and Rebuill•
$375 $975 Br,
Svir,g 512"
,In,• 1 rnk ,,nr 1 l;
• NEW INNERSPRING • FREE PICk.LIP AND DELIVuty • NEW 10X SPRING
WILLIAMS SHADE & AWNING CO.
1125 FIRESTO1
-
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1962
ev. Lawson At Monday Meeting
When the Memphis-Shelby
County Interdenomina-
tional Ministers Alliance meet
at the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA, 254 S. Lauderdale at.,
at 11 a m , Monday, Nov. 28,
the pastor of Centenary Meth-
odist
Lawson, Jr.,
dress the
hue DAISY
Church,
is
Rev. James
expected
group.
STARTS SUNDAY
NOVE
ONE BIG WEEK
to
M.
ad-
AME
•
Rev. Lawson will speak to
"The Community of Faith It
An Unredeemed Society."
Presiding will be the viie
of St. Andrlf
president, Rev. Elmer
Martin, pastor
church
MBER 25.
ITS PEOPLE...ITS POWER... TS PASSIONS
surge across the screen in the electrifying
drama of the revolt that shook a civilization...
the love that defied a world!
A Bryna Production
A Universal-International Release
WINNER OF
4 ACADEMYAWARDS!
,
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES
COMPLETE! UNCUT!
Exooly as shown rti ael.,nred
03
lirlo3er
Kroger Has
Lower Prices
Plus Top Value Stamps
e-
a
KROGER VAC-PAC
Mee
WITH COUPON AND S5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
Grade "A"
Large
Doz.
With Coupon And
Any Additional
Coupon
Lb.
Can
Grade ''A"
Medium
Doz.
49
KROGER Home-Style or Buttermilk
Biscuits 61%-ogzs45
MORTON, 14-oz. Cocoanut, Lemon, Chocolate, Banana, Neapolitan
Cream Pies 2F0R89:
U.S. Gov't. Inspected U.S. Choice
Grade ''A"
Whole
FRYERS TENDERAY BEEF
cutup, Boston Roll Roast
25 Tpraacyk-Lb. 29lb.
KROGER
PEANUT BUTTER
roirATO JUICE
FLORIDA, JUICY
79e
Crushed
or Smooth
3 12O.411
Jars
46-0z 2 5c
Can
5 Lb
ORANGES or GRAPEFRUIT kr:: 39
Q('103e KROGER EGGS 
---"GOOD FOR 50 FREE
Grod• "A"
NEDIWA
Doz. 9'
Gresd• "A'
LARGE 19c
Doz.
With this coupon end 15.00 ott.
tlitionaf purches•,•scluding to.
bocce, Memphis Area and Watt
M•mphis, Oyu W•d., Noe, 28.
L holt one.
TOP VALUE STAMPS
with this coupon end ro,thos• I
arty
10 A'bil POTATOES
Memphis Area onm west Men,
phi.. through W•d., Nov. 21.
Limit on•.
VA LUA
KROGER VAC PAK 1
COFFEE LB. 49c
With this coupon and uoy ed.
ditionsi purehe•e, •etiudIng te•
bees*, Memphis Ars. end W•st
Memphis, thru Wed., Nev, 28.
Limit ens.
s
•
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BENJAMIN F R A N K- Life Insurance building. Head;
LIN BLAKEY "ain't talking toting the new Democratic Polk-
nobody" — that is, about his;ical Organization is Atty. Ho-
recent trip to Washington, D.C. I sea T. Lockard.
However, it is believed that he' THREE ELECTIONS a r e
somebodytalked to in ash- claiming a mild amount of at-ington about politics. He re- tention. They are the Bluff
uses to say, who, what, where City and Shelby County Coun-
or even why. We have reliable cll of Civic Clubs, the Shelby
reasons to believe that he talk- County Democratic Club and
ed with someone in the higher the NAACP. In each case the
Democratic National Commit-
tee. 
greatest interest is who will
win the presidency.
REV. ALEXANDER GLAD-
NEY declined to seek reelec-
tion as president of the Bluff
City and Shelby County Coun-
cil of Civic Clubs so he can
spend all of his time campaign-
ing for the presidency of the
AkShelby County Democratic
liblub;lt is rumored that two or
more slates of candidates
"Education Meets the Chal-
lenge of Change" was the
theme of the American Edu-
cation Week observance at
Porter Junior High school Nov.
11-17, and the guest speaker
at an Open House program in
the gymnasium on last Thurs-
day was Louis B. Hobson,
principal of Manassas High
school.
Seven topics of the general
theme were presented at the
school and included "Our
American Heritage," "A Mod-
ern Curriculum," "Effective
Teaching," "School-Commun-
ity Partnership," "Lifelong
Learning," "International Un-
derstanding," and "A Look
Ahead."
f•N* CITIZENS '4'.*
Charitii Find '
1981 queen; Wale Luckey, Emma Jordan,
Beaulah Hurd, Cathy Johnson, Dorothy Gil-
more, Charles Wright, Gennette Wright and
Ida B. Celle. The affair is being sponsored
by the Memphis Negro Citizens Committee
Council for the benefit of Christmas charities
could possibly appear before at the W. ('. Handy theater on Dec. 11 at 8:15.
the election, set for Dec: 10. MOST TALKED 
ABOUT a year ago.
THE JAYCEES are 
(Marks Stansbury Photo)
plan-
ning to reveal a "real swinging DouGLAss HIGH
set" at the Flamingo Room on
Hernandno at., Sunday, Dec. 2,' 
Laymen's
starting at 9 p.m., when they I
present the second annuall
0. 
rShmowusiFe 
the music. 
HOonrnzieSCHOOL ROUNDUPSwill supply The 1.3
show is being presented for the
benefit of obtaining clothing
and toys for needy children at
Christmas Time. We hope you
will attend the show. Over the
years, the Jaycees have done a this week is Charles 
Brown,
wonderful job to help t h e
needy.
SOMETHING N E W HAS
BEEN ADDED to the local po-
litical scene. It is the Ninth
AkCongressional District Political
Iliketion Committee, which con-
sists of Democrats living in
Shelby County. It was organiz-
ed last Wednesday night dur- basketball team.
nig a meeting at Universall He is an active member of
Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will
ABILITY TO C 0 MPR 0-
MISE without losing decency
and integrity is the hallmark
of statesmanship, and it is a
requirement for diplomacy.
Ask Mr. and Mrs. John Wil-
liams of 1390 Wilson at. be-
cause they celebrated their
50th Wedding anniversary last
a senior at Douglass. He is the
son of Mrs. A. Brown, 2133
Eldridge ave.
Charles is president of the
Royal Gents and the Doug-
lass chapter of the National
Honor society, editor of the
Maroonette, Lt. Colonel in
NDCC, and a member of the
NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular" too.
'there are 5 major symptoms of a
cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
wnstipation, and general "sick-
Waling." 666, the time-tested and
woven cold medicine, fights all 5.
Ello "one-ingredient" product can
4110* this. 666 was made especiallycolds.. .and only for colds. It
wally works!
, The fast decongestant action of
*6 works through the blood
mroam —leaching places where
goal drops and sprays can't pos-
•
sibly reach. Its gentle laxative ac-
tion keeps you "regular" during
this critical time. The unexcelled
effectiveness of 666 has been
proven to thousands of users.
When you have • cold, take
666, and see what real relief can be
like. Satisfaction guaranteed ...
or your money back. At all drug
counters, only 494. If you prefer
tablets, take 666 cold tablets ...
same fast relief. Convenient and
economical, too.
GLOBAL A TRAVEL
AGENCY, INC.
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
GLOBAL TRAVEL AGENCY
PHONE-521-5633-JESSE H. TURNER, PRES.
656 VANCE AVE. MEMPHIS, TENN.
WONDER BREAD
and
HOSTESS CAKE
EXTEND TO ALL,
GOOD-WISHES FOR A JOYOUS
AND
HAPPY THANKSGIVING DAY
jr.
EXCLUSIVELY AT
BEASLEY•JONES • RAGLAND
item on the agenda of the
Holy Convocation of t h e
Church of God in Christ is
who will be elected Senior
Bishop of the church. The out-
standing founder of the church,
Bishop Charles 1-1 Mason, died
WILLIAM FLEMING & Greenwood C.M.E. church.
FLORA FLEMING He plans to attend Howard
Stepping into the spotlight university. His ambition is to
be a dotcor.
Charles is an asset to Doug-
lass.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF
Shirley Hicks lost her voice;
Joshua Ware was cute; Lydia
Campbell (Melrose) said yes
Man II wasn't so cool; Elton
Weaver retained normality,
Kathryn Smith had hips?
TOP FROSH
Shelia Bolden, Brenda
Branch, Marie Jones, Raye
Brownlee, Lucy Wilson, Ruz-
ell Hill.
TOP SOPHOMORES
Emily Brown, Shirley Hicks,
Willie Nunnally, Zack Sims,
Emma Hill, Henry Ambrose.
TOP JUNIORS
Sidney Brown, Walter Win-
frey, Barbara Townsend, Glor-
ia Price, Percy), Jones, Theo
Johnson.
TOP SENIORS
Bonnie Kind,
Florine Avery,
Gracie Hardy,
Robert Davis.
Buy Your 1963
CARS DR
'JSED CARS
From Us,
5(5 55 IAN ) SE/IT
JIIk
HULL-DOBBS
NEW FORD
Horles mjs..t Fort" ['Sealers
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6 -88 11
GRANT'S
BLOCKBUSTER
SUBURBAN SHEER
...WITH SEAMS
FULL FASHIONED
Pr.
Nylons for every 'lay
wear with extra stamina
for the woman 'on the go'
n11 day. In sizes 5! to
BRING THIS AD
AND GET 10% OFF
ON THESE
STOCKINGS!
W.T.Grant
Co.
DOWNTOWN STORE
SEEKING TITLES of king and queen of the
1962 Yuletide Revue are these 19 young ladies
and one young man. On first row, from left.
are Vennie Morton. Nina Bryant, Magdalene
Walton, Arvella N'asser, Shirley Caple, Verneda
Smith, Gloria Stewart, Betty Jones and Geor-
gette Stewart Alexander. In rear, same order.
Ale Recent Riley. Jannette Braswell. the
A&I Alumni Return As
emicentennial Ends
With Homecoming Week
NASHVILLE — Activities
ranging from art exhibits andl
pageantry to football and ban-
quet, where some 500 alumni
will be cited, has drawn thou-
sands to Tennessee A. & I.
State university, November 18-
23 for homecoming.
The university is in the
midst of two weeks of special
events which will close its
year-long observance of the
Federal Land - Grant Centen-
nial (1912-1962).
Alumni from all over the
country began arriving on
campus for the other home-
coming festivities including
the football game Thanksgiv-
ing Day between Tennessee
State and Kentucky State,
brunches, teas, receptions, con-
certs, small and large parties,
and the Alumni Ball.
EDUCATION WEEK
Features during American
Education Week included fac-
ulty symposia in teacher edu-
cation, science, and engineer-
ing; a convocation at which
Dr. Donald G. Sahli, acting ex-
ecutive secretary. Tennessee
Education Association was
speaker; and the convocation
dedicating the new chemistry
building when speakers in-
eluded State Commissioner of
Education Joe Morgan; Dr.
Harold D. West, president, Me-
harry Medical college; and Dr.
Quill Cope, president, Middle
Tennessee State college.
Highlights in the disting-
uished history of Tennessee
State, the youngest of the
Land - Grant universities,
since its opening in 1912 in-
clude its rise to four year
teacher college status ten
years later, its first bachelor's
degree awarded in 1924, the
"normal" dropped from its
name three years later; the
first master's degree awarded
in 1944. In 1951 the school was
granted university status by
the state, and 1958 it was
elevated to full-fledge Land-
Grant University status.
Under the leadership of its
0•••••■••••••••••••••amamaars
•
• 1 MINUTE AUTOMATIC •
CAR WASH $
a
• 8 A.M.-6 P.M. a
O Sat. or Sun. $1.25 Monday •
•II Sat. Open 8 AM, to 6 P.M.
• Sun. Open 11 AM. to 2 P.M. Oyu a
•  Friday m
•
E SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
a 3100 Slimmer at Baltic a
PA ••■•••••••••nsn•sys••••••ramine
_
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Perry's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Walker Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP
A Complete Beauty Service
Expert Hair Styling
Permanent Tinting
Individual Styling
7 tic. Operators
BARBER SHOP
A Complete Service
4 Barbers
Manicurist
Children's Hair Cuts
We Do All Style's
DELIVERY
SERVICE
DISAP-
POINTING?
Make Yourself Happy!
Call ORIOLE DRUGS For
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS DRUGS.
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
Phones: WH 2-1721 WH 8-9255
Meeting
When the Laymen's fellow-
ship of Second Congregational
Church met Tuesday evening,
the featured speakers were
Fred Jordan and Moyse Jones.
They also lead a discussion on
the book "The Educational
Mission of The Church," writ-
ten by Dr. Roger L. Shinn.
Hosting the meeting were
Dr. Walter W. Gibson and
Emory L. Gordon. Lonnie 1,
Briscoe is president of the
group. Rev. John C. Mickle is
the church's pastor.
present president, Dr. W. S.
Davis, an alumnus elected in
1943, the University has ex-
panded dramatically in all
areas.
4,500 STUDENTS
Eight buildings have been
erected since 1952, and from
a meager beginning the total
plant valuation now exceeds
$16 million with more than $3
million in buildings on the
drawing board to be ready
in 1963. The sudent body has
grown from 296 to some 4,500.
Its faculty has likewise grown
from 12 to a teaching faculty
of 236, at least 70' of whom
hold the doctoral degrees.
Celebration features in the
past months have included fac-
ulty symposia in the humani-
ties, commerce and govern-
ment, agriculture and home
economics presented by visit-
ing alumni and guests, facutly
and students, and community
leads. The alumni institute
during the summer was an
unusual feature.
THE BIG "M"
Phen• 523.1274-w•Isos,•• You
STEAKS - CHOPS - CHICKEN
AND SEAFOOD
OUR SPECIALTY
M. Bonds, Prop.-255S. Wellington
ta.MOYNE LEADERS — Heading the Student Council at
LeMoyne College are Gertrude G. Anderson. president, a
senior of 1097 Greenwood, and Alfrado Saf fold, vice presi-
dent, a senior of 3587 Horn Lake Road. Miss Anderson moved
up from vice president to the presidency after Robert Nelson
surrendered the title when he withdrew from college.
Saffold was elected last week, defeating Mary Mayhue, ISO
to 140.
_
Birmingham Votes Out
Three-Man Commission
the commissioners is Eugene
"Bull" Connor, who is in
charge of police and is known
for his harsh treatment of
Negroes 'and their white
friends.
"The Negro vote was most
critical and crucial," said the
Rev. Fred L. Shutt lesworth,
president of the Alabama
Christian Movement for Hu-
man Rights, which has spark-
ed the integration drive here
for several years.
MAJOR CHANGE
"I think the vote represents
the beginning of a major
change in Birmingham. At
least some white people have
expressed themselves openly
for progress, and this is far
different than it has been.
"The vote does not mean,
however, that the total white
community is ready to bring
its thinking tip to date. But
then somebody has to be out
in front.
"The attitude and deport-
ment of the city commissioners
themselves, gave concrete evi-
dence that Birmingham city
government has for too long
BIRMINGHAM. Ahi. — In- been run on a personal
tegration leaders were delight- given to quarrels, bickering,
ed at the recent vote which and turmoil.
will mean a new form of city "I hope this will also be the
government here, beginning of the end of Mr.
The vote was 18,968 to 16,- Bull Connors long reign sit
415 to substitute a mayor - terror, abuse, and mikise
council system for the present power."
three-man commission. One of Two days after the election,
Nevoes held a mass meeting
at which they voted to renew
a buying withdrawal affect-
ing the downtown area. 'this
has been one of the means of
protest against segregation
and discrimination here.
LITTLE HOT HOUSE CAFE ,
155 Beale Street
Chill -Beef Strrw -Salads
The Best In Town
SondwIch•s Of All Kinds
Boor — Cold Drinks
A Quick Phon• Coll • Your Order Will
B• Rsody In 15 Minutes
526-9954
LOW RATE
AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION & FIRE INS.
Small Down Payment-6 Months To Pay
If you have a problem including your:
Driving License-Cancellations-SR-22 or Releases
CALL ADKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
635 Mississippi Blvd.
Ph. 526-2381 Res. 274-9837
Wherever the choice is
equal ... homemakers
choose FOREST HILL 4*ttiqz
milk by an over-
whelming majority!
SHAW'S CLEANERS
and LAUNDRY
SERVICE
4 HR SERVICE WHEN DESIRED
1695 SWIFT
PHO WH 8-5517
Becomes Member
Of Actuaries
James 0. Webb, Jr., assist,
ant to the president of Su-
preme Life Insurance Com-
pany of America, was unanic
mously elect & to membership
in the Actuaries Club of GM.
cago.
Webb is the first Negro mem-
ber of the Chicago Club, Ad
is believed to be the secobd
Negro to become a member of
similar clubs located through-
out the country. The Actuaries
Club of Chicago is composed
of approximately 100 members
in the Chicago area. Member.
ship is limited to individuals
who have attained the required
level of competence or proven
by their examination status In
the National Organization of
the Society of Actuaries.
He is a graduate of More=
house college, and the Univer-
sity of Michigan where he re-
ceived the Degree of MBA in
Actuarial Science.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
SUBIC'S BUILDING
-WHERE 50.55 IMF YOU
Off PRIIIRINTIAL
SERVICE
c) Complete Fountain
SERVICE Cosmetics
K•rs Mod. WO.
Fast
Free
Delivery
Pho 1A 6.8112 1A 6.9720
vL Jewelry
550 s-N.,1/ MICE
PHARMACY
WINDOW GUARDS
$3 Ea. Installed
ALL TYPES ORNAMENTAL IRON
• AlinnInsia Owes
• Aluminum Servwt
CASH IRON CO.
FA 3-712
1687 YALE
1111111111Wiledl
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SA
"And then, he came to • we look at the way their sense
cave, and lodgod there; end: of values have been twisted
behold, the word of the Lord we stop marveling.
came to him, and he said unto RAN 'AWAY
him. 'What are you doing. God took Elijah to the
here, Elijah'?" —Kings BO. mountain top - He allowed
BLAME ON THREE him to call the prophets of
One of the most disturbing Baal to test - He gave him
statements for some time was! the assurance that He was
ref:artily made by COO of the with him. Elijah was just like
columnists of the Commercial many of us. - In an hour of
Appeal. Speaking before the success he went too far. Later
meeting of the Federal Bu- whrl he realized what he had
rean Of Investigation he made done he took flight, ending
the observation that current up in a cave. Here deeper re:immorality of our generation flection over what had hap-
can be traced to three forces pened took place. In themidstlin OUT society, of this reflection the voice of
B. stated that 'spineless
mitlisters.' unconcerned par-
ents and schools that have
thrown all objectivity to the
winds are directly responsi-
God appears asking, "What
are you doing here, Elijah?"'
"What are doing here, Mani
of God?" Somewhere in the
distance a voice is calling outble for the immorality in the to us asking us in this day!youtig people of today, of lost morality and spirtuali-
Years ago I was taught that ty, "What are you doing here?"
the church, home, and school We who are made in thei
are the basic institutions for image of God have a real mis-
molding the minds, the social sion here on earth. It is our
outlooks, the moral direction, job wherever we are to im-'
and the cultural patterns of
all individauls who were ex-
posed to them. This columnist
said in so many words that
we are going through a pe-
riod of decay in all of these,
institutions.
UNCONTROLLED YOUTH '
These institutions are made
of .people who have had ex-
periences that should have
led them to broader outlooks
on life. The function of those
working within the frame-
work of such institutions is
to make life worthwhile for
those under their stewardshiP.1
Unfortunately. we live in a
chi when these institutions
have faltered in their mission.
Too many of them, like Elijah,
have had their days of glory
only to falter along the way.
Our homes, schools and
churches started out with the
noblest of ideas but com-
promises, liberalism, uncon-
cern, and a loss of their real
miSsion have made these in-
stitutions lose their places of
effectiveness in our society.
Children of today have no
hours for going and corning,
no spiritual training in the
home, and no moral stimula-
tion in our school. We marvel
at the way they respond to
the various stimuli but when
plant the spirit of God in the
hearts of men. The cave or
some other hiding place is no
place for the sons and daugh-
ters of God. The Bible admon-
ishes us to let our light shine.
BRAVE NEEDED
If in this day when brave
men are needed we allow our-
selves to hide in caves and
fail to live up to the expect-
ations of God we falter our;
basic reason for being here.
Man's basic reason for exist-
ence here on earth is the pro-
mulgation of the kinship of
God into the hearts of all
men.
Anytime we fail to project
the spirit of God into the
hearts of men our real mis-
sion here on earth has been
nullified. In this day of crit-
ical issues we must be all that
God demands of us.
Hiding in caves, dodging the
real issues of life, failing to
live up to what God has ex-
pected of us as groups and in-
dividuals is the blame for our
world conditions. Our basic
institutions are made up of
us - they will be no more ef-
fective than we make them-
we must put forth every effort
to stem the tide of immorality
and non - spirituality here and
now.
Women To Observe Day
At Trinity CME Sunday
iht ‘tiAs itLARAL CENTER
Bishop Speaks
At Dedication
Of A New Church
Dedication ceremonies for
the Lakeview Revival Center
Church of God in Christ were
held last Sunday afternoon in
a program which began at 3,
and the dedicatory address
was given by Bishop A. B. Mc-
Ewen, state bishop of Western
Tennessee.
The white frame church is
located at 316 George rd. Its
pastor is Elder H. E. Jones.
Elder Petty gave the bene-
diction at the end of the pro-
Other ministers participating
in the services were Elders
Sherman Davis jr., who gave
the invocation, IC. Petty, pastor
of Mt. Olive -Church of God in
Christ, who gave remarks, and
Samuel Smith, who presented
the litany.
gram.
Soloists for the program
were Mrs. Lillian Carr, Miss
Julia M. Scott, Mrs. Pearl
Hines and Miss Robbie J.
Mangrum.
Choral numbers were pre-
sented by the choirs of New
Jerusalem, Beulahland and I
Southside,
David Flagg, Mrs. E. M.
Jones and Missionary M. J.
Thomas, State Sunday School
Goodwill Revue ,fireolgdrawmorker, were also on the
Set For Dec.1
The WDIA Goodwill Revue
—"Swingin' Saturday Night—"
is scheduled for presentation
Dec. 1 at the City Auditorium,
starting at 8 p.m.
Appearing will be The Mar-
velettes, top girl singers in the
country today. Dee Clark of
Chicago — always a show -
stopper in Memphis. Mary
Johnson, The Contours, sing-
ing their favorite "Do You
Love Me" TNT Bragg, the
Miracles, the Vandellas, Sam-
my Ward, the Supremes and
Marvin Gaye.
The first half of the pro-
gram will be a Gospel Show
with the Soul Stirrers, Prof.
Charles Taylor and his Taylor,
Singers. The Gay Sisters froml
Chicago, the Spirit of Mem-
phis group, Dixie Nightin-
gales, Harmony Echoes and the
Dixieshires. WDIA's Ford Nel-
son and Theo Wade will be
masters-of-ceremony.
WDIA personalities Nat D.
Williams, A. C. Williams, Rob-
ert D. (Honeyboy) Thomas,
Rufus Thomas, Martha Jean
the Queen and Bob (Honey-
moon) Garner will add to the
fun.
Proceeds from "Swingin'
Saturday Night" will help boys
in three states to play in the
WDIA Baseball Leagues. The
,Revue also helps to care for
!youngsters from broken homes
at the Goodwill Homes. It pro-
Two outstanding women wittier, crusader and civic worker., vides buses which take chil-
be the featured speakers when Mrs. Walker is the immediateklren to and from their classes
Women's Day is observed at!past president of the Bluff • at the Keel Avenue school for
Trinity CME church, 650 WellsjCity Educational Association. handicapped Negro Children.
ave., on Sunday. Nov. 25. 'DESERVES HONOR'
Rev. Mrs. Bernice Syah, a. Said a spokesman for the
member of St. James AME observance, "Mrs. Walker rich-I
church will deliver the morn- ly deserves the honor which'
ing message at 11. She willithis award is intended to car-
be introduced by Mrs. Rose,ry."
Lee Barnett also a member' Mrs. Maxine A. Smith. ex-
of St. James. lecutive director of the Mem-
Dr. Capitols Dent Newman,1 phis branch of the NAACP.
widely - traveled professor of was the recipient of the 19h1
Christian Education at Laneaward by the women of the
college in Jackson, Tenn., will church.
address the women at the 3 The theme for this ,year's
o'clock services, Special mu- . Women's Day observance is
sical renditions will be di- "The Place of Women in Our
reeted by Mrs. Imogene Usher Modern Society." Miss Velma
Hill. Lois Jones is program chair-
"The Woman of the Year' man.
award will be presented to Mrs. Ophelia Edmonson is
Mrs. Willa A. McWilliamsigenc.al chairman of the ob- .
Walker during the Women'siservance. Rev. P. Gonya Tient-
Day program. A militant work-;rel is pastor of the church.
Fenner Ilemphias "school of the Mississippi Blvd., Educated at the elementary
Wins Seal le The Seventh Day Adventist church.she attended Booker T. Wash-
ita. Legislature ington High school and Le-Moyne college.
A former Memphian, Mrs.
Deverne Calloway, is the first
Negro woman to he elected to
the Missouri legislature.
Mrs. Calloway is the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Sadie Lee of 1607,
Shaw pl., and the late Dr.,
Charles H. Lee, and the sister
of Mrs. Evelyn Iles and Law-
rence Lee of this city.
A Democrat and an active
member of CORE and the
NAACP, she received '7,088 
UNIFORMSvotes for a smashing victory
over her Republican opponent, Usher Sowed. Desereasoe,
Herbert Taylor, who got only Mail,., et Own+,Peones. MieekswwW.
Prwyee Seed
Wow ahem eat 44 Shmeris
Mrs, Calloway was the ex-
pected victor in the heavily 
"vss"seelesewie'iCe"ss sei
Democratic 13th district. She
is the fifth Negro to be sent to
The wife of Ernest Calloway.
the Missouri legislature.
research director f o r the
Teamsters' union, she was
with the American Red Cross
in India during World War II
Words of the Wise
The best executive is the
one who has sense enough to
pick good men to do what he
wants done, and self-restraint
enough to keep from med-
dling with that; while they
do IL
—(Theodore Roomers/0
WW2 KM stasis
IRSAIIILITIONI
Lowe, Priem Avellohl•
RUT( rot riEF Citilt0CSy
spems11111311011 UNIFORMS
791 St., V.I. 77 Alsionslit,S.W.
Washiegtos 2,9.C. Atiloata a, gurgle
CALL
Little John Taxi's
FOR
Dep•ndabl• • Courteous S•rv,ce
IA 5-7734
Now Solent Missionary
Baptist Church
40 SOUTH 4th ST. REV. WILLIAMS PASTOR
e(30 A.M. 
 
Sunday School
11100 A.M. 
 
Motoring Worship
BM WILLIE G. WILLIAM WILL DELIVER THE SIESSAG4
MOO PAL T.U.
7(30 P.m 
 
Ind Sundoy assisol Each Haar, Host of visiting
chow. and groups.
Hamilton Glee Club
To Sing At Church
A musical program featur-
ing the Hamilton High School
Glee club will be presented at
the Castalia Baptist church
on Sunday, Nov. 5, with Mrs.
Johnnie Mae Winston direct-
ing.
The program is being spon-
sored by the No. 1 Choir and
the public is invited. It will
start at 3 p.m.
Robert Stinson is president
of the choir, Mrs. Julia Bu-
chanan„ secretary and Rev.
Calvin Mims, pastor of the
church.
pirre
CASH!
goeL
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There Is a 
 
why people
Ilk* to do business with us. You,
too, will Ilk• our courfaswit Hest-
went and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Fraley
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE co.
Home Owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"ti• Ilk. to soy yes to your
loon requ•st"
Examined and Supo,issd hy
the Stat• Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATION%
161 S. Main, JA 74581
•152 Madison, JA 54611
11
I hSAVE 80* .under peleireiN
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
CART HOME SAVINGS!
IN HONOR OF ALL CHRISTIANS
The Religious Workers Guild,
Church Of God In Christ, International
Creator Of The
Bishop Charles Harrison Mason Award
And The
Citation Of Special Commendation
Elder C. C. Owens, Pros. and Founder of Guild Official
Staff; Bishop L. M. Driver, Elec., Ulu Pros., Los
Antis*, Cal., Elder W. L. Porter, Sectional Vice Pres.
Memphis, Tenn., Mrs. Lucy Flags, Chicago, Ill. The
Official Staff wishes to announce Bishop J. 0. Pat-
terson of Memphis, Term. Has been selected beef
man of the year. The award will be presented to Nim
in the Holy Convocation. Bishop J. 0. Patterson 10
Pastering one 01 the largest and most beivtlfill San-
ctuaries In America, the Pentecostal Church. He lit
a competent Secy. of the Special Commendation. He
delivered an Inspiring message in the Holy Oenveoati011
en lite offering day last year meeting.
Eastern Star
Baptist Women
Observing Day
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1%2
Lane College Choir
Eastern Star Baptist church
will feature some of the most
outstanding talented persons
of the city when Woman's
Day is observed there on Sun-
day, Nov 25.
Delivering t h e morning
message will be Mrs. Mag-
nolia Luellen of Progressive
Baptist church, Vance.
Speaking at the special pro-
gram at 3 p.m. will be Mrs.
Georgia V Harvey, a member
of Providence AME Zion
church and guidance counselor
at Manassas High school
The theme for the entire
day will be "Woman's Part in
Todi y's Crisis," based on the
text: Who knowest whether
thou art come to the kingdom
for such a time as this?"
Esther 4:4.
The woman's chorus of
Eastern Star will sing for the
morning service, while choirs
from Rock of Ages Baptist
MYSTIC
SEER
MRHAIRRY BOARD MIMS — Dr. Harold D. West, right,
president of Meharry Medical aillege, expresses an opinleo
to two of Meharry's trustees, Cecil Sims, left, a Nashville
attorney. and Dr. R. B. Taylor, Olunelgee, Okla., at the
Board's reacat annual meetings. Sims is serving a five-year
term on the Beard. while Dr. Taylor represents the alumni
and will serve a three-year term. (Harvey Brinson Photo)
church with Mrs. L. V. Reser
Will provide the music for the
afternoon program. The public
is invited.
HEED HELP NOW - NOT NEXT YEAR
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
REV. C. W. F. JEFFERSON
Depressed Worried • Broken Hearted,
Lonely, Unhappy, Unnatural Fir•Ilnes,
Need Love • Money Problems
• 600 CAN DO ANYTHING BUT FAIL •
SEND DONATIONS
Writ* 432 East 44th • Coll WA 443522 • Chicago 53, III.
Chairman of the activities
of the day is Mrs. Mattie Cole-
man, Mrs. Mozelie J. Starks is
'chairman of publicity, and
!Rev. W. M. Fields pastor of
the church.
To Appear Here
The Baptist Industrial Cala
lege and Seminary of Hernan-
do, Miss., has made plans to
present the Lane College choir
„.
during a benefit program set
for Sunday, Dec. 2 at 3 
p.m.
at Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church,
491 E. McLemore ave.
Mrs. W. P. Anderson Clay
will be guest soloist, announc-
ed Charles W. Guy, president
of the college.
Mrs. Mildred Piles of the
Pet Milk company will serve
refreshments. Rev. C. M Let
is pastor of the church.
Beauticians To
Hold Meeting
Alpha Chi Pi Omega Boron,
ty and fraternity has planned'
a mesa meeting for beautician,'
Sunday, Nov. 25. Guest speak-
er is expected to be Mrs. Mar-
jorie S. Joyner of Chicago, Ill.
The meeting will convene at
St. Andrew AME church, 867
S. Parkway East at 3 p.m.,
announces Mrs. Altura G. Lee,
chairman of the affair. Reresh-
iments will be served immedi-
ately following the meeting.
The public Is invited.
FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST CHURCH
SEPTEMBER 16, 1962 sit 7:30 P.M.
Fe 
 MRS. SADIE HUNTER
Business Education Instructor at Toneessisie A & I Sato University
end Renovreeri World Trawler, In as Eareetkuiel Towel Thirty
European Countries vie Avilie-Vievel Aide
Rev. W. A. £11005, Paster 1355 Velleuttle Ames
-71r7-
.161P,
REDEEM YOUR
COUPONS
SERIES #5
WORTH 300 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
Get your NEW Qualify Stamps Gift Book FREE!
72 Pages of Beautiful Gifts in vivid color to satis-
fy your needs for home and family!
For Quality Gifts
' Anytime Of The Year
consult your
51) Quality Stamps
Gift Catalog!
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1962
, MT. PISGAH NEWS
By WILLIE MAE JOHNSON1WDIA, The students wzre Zer-
oed BARBARA ANN FINLEY ilie Riles, Elverlyn Edwards,
,Veris Watkins, Jensie Motten,
Stepping into our spotlight and the alternates were Ver-
la Beverly Jane Joyner, a itis L. Allen, Debris Jackson.
AIL freshman at Mt. Pisgah and Stella Kirkwood and Colodia
Wdstiehter of Mr. and Mrs. Park- 'Owen. Under the leadership of
er Joyner Sr., of 2599 Berry. Mrs. Aline Lofties, Miss Lu-
hill rd., Arlington. She is *vine Carter and Augusta John_
Member, of Pentecostal Tem.ison and hard study, our girls
pie Church of God in Christ,' were undefeated. They car
Pastored by Bishop J 0. Pat- 'hold their heads up high and
terson. She is a candidate for say, "We are from Mt. Pisgah
queen of Mt. Pisgah. High."
'Around the campus she is The officers of the N.H.A.
a member of the Library club,Ifor the 1962-63 year have been
the Key (Mathematics) club elected. They are Joe Fitch-
and the assistant secretary of patric, president; Willie Nu-
the N.H.A. After graduation, by, vice president; Lester
she plans to attend Fisk uni- Fleming, secretary; Robert
versity in Nashville, - and be-
come a speech therapist. So,
hats off to this fine young lady
and good luck. Beverly.
tussT GAME
The Mt. Pisgah Eagles play-
ed their first game of the seas-
on against the Carver Cobras
Akof Memphis Oct. 13. With the
Whelp of the trainers, Peyton
Smith and L. T. Jackson, the
coach, James Scott, and the
Cheerleaders, Earlie Bites, Jen.
sic Motten, Stella Kirkwood,
Connie Fisher, Portia Bell,
Ethel Stokes - and Betty Jo
Wilson, the Mt. Pisgah Eagles
defeated the Carver Cobras
71' to 61.
he score of the "A" team
was 50 to 33 with high Points
made by Alton Ivy, 18, and
Herlbert Brooks, 11.
The "B" team score was 311
to 28, with highest points made '
by Charles Herdna, 7, Earl L.
Rhodes, 6, and Eddie L. Craw-
ford, 5. So watch out for the
Eagles.
QUIZ 'EM
The Mt. Pisgah Quiz team
on Nov. 10 defeated Douglass
High school 1,000 to 800 on
•
Stout, assistant secretary; Ver-
non Morris, treasurer; William
Stokes, reporter; and Leonard
Brooks, parliamentarian. E.
Cole and Vernon Lee Jones
,are advisors.
I FACTS AND CLUES '—
1 Portia Bell has her eye on a ,guy at Father Bertrand.
Eric Malone was sitting at,
r..4 Ina{
MORE HAPPY READERS who have joined in the Public
Library Visitation program of the Ford Road Elementary
school are these fourth, fifth and sixth graders. The school
has endorsed a statement made by Dr. James Bryant Conant.
president emeritus of Harvard university, who said that for
BTW School Notes
the table with five boys in the SPOTLIGHT
Library reading her biology
book upside down.
Helen Clear has a crush on
Harry Harrison.
Scherezade, does Bonnie
Williams know about you and
Sylvester Wright?
Horace gave a certain fresh-
man his phone number. Why?
Doris Trice is crazy about
John Parker, but Katie Stew-
art says she hasn't a chance.
James Jackson, why don't
you keep up with your love
letters.
Bettye Jo went home and
said, "Look mom, no cavaties."
TOPS
Elliot Joyner, Minnie Mul-
len, Eddie Crawford, Horace
Turner, Louise Hodges, Lucille
Tinner and Horace Freeman.
LESTER NEWS
SPORTS: The Lions opened certain juniors do if they
basketball season with a 92- knew? Lenora what would
71 victory over Ripley. The happen if people found out
captains are Richard Jones and sbout what happened at Eu-
Charles ?sulk. nice Logan's party? Lartha
Club News: Brown, who is your competi-
The Gracious Ladies had an tion with Jimmy H? Christine
entertainment recently for Adair, do you have a purpose?
their new members at the Ea- Why does Clyde Reed stay in
gle club. A good time was en
-'orange Mound? Will Frances
joyed by all. The president is Mitchell ever get a boyfriend?
Quincey McDonald and advis-
ors are Mrs. N. M. Jones and
' Mrs. M. Sanders. The Student
council will hold its installa-
iton soon and a report giventer.
PEOPLE ARE SAYING:
Richard Jones and John Mil-
ler are ready to wreck girls'
hearts. There are a lot of emp-
ties now that football season
is over. Azell and Dorothy are
about to get rings alike. Rich-
ard and Claudette are making
things final. Charles Paulk,
Bobby Barner, William An-
derson, and Azell Smith are
referred to as "THE FEAR-
SOME FOUR." Earnestine An-
What would happen if John
Jordan and Mondella Suggs
get real tight?
OBSERVATION: We would
like to welcome back "MISS
LESTER‘'.' pur own Norma
Taylor, 'whti has been ill. You
were missed by all!
Top Couples: Clarence and
Bobbie, Thomas and Earnest-
ine, Booker T. and Norma,
Raymond and Lenora, Barris
and Judy.
Songs of the Week: These
Arms of Mine, and Try a Little
Tenderness.
Top Twenty
Norma Taylor, Doris Harper,
**della Suggs, Earnestine
thony had better watch Thom-'cage, Thelma Downey, Willie
Kearney, Ophella Lowe, Mar-
tha Hunt, Naomi Reed, Bobbie
Brown.
as Bethany because she doesn't
have him all to herself. Claude
Humphrey is acquiring a lot
of girl friends. Eunice Logan
has staked her claim on Dan
and it is sticking very well.
Larry Miller can't even buy
a 5 cent apple.
Quests:
Tenn. State's mail has been
seen among your belongings
J. so has army mail. Who
is it from? What, would two
•
•
Charles Logan, Richard
Jones, John Miller, Charles
Bowers, Clarence Berner,
Charles Greene, Larry Miller,
Ronald Taylor, Robert Peniton
and John Jordan.
FAMOUS WORDS:
IRA SPILLERS, "Oh, my
heavens! My Stars! I think I'll
buy a moon suit."
2039 SCOTT'S
KANSAS FAIRWAY
CASH PRICES GOOD
Yes We Have Ducks,
Turkey, Geese and Hens
FAST FREE
DELIVERY
SERVInE
Call WH 8-2309
Pork Liver - Lb   194
Pork Steak - Lb   454
Steak Round-loin Lb   694
[tap. Milk-3 Tall Cans   394
Sliced Bacon-Tra Pak - Lb  394
Grade A Eggs - 3 Dez ...$1.00
This week our green and
gold spotlight gleams on a
most intelligent and high-
standing young lady. I speak
of none other than Miss Rob-
bie Ford. Robbie, our "Miss
Homecom-
'ng," is well-
known a n d
liked by many
W a s hington-
lens. She is a
member of the
Greater New Robbie Ford
Salem M.B. church where she
serves as general secretary of
the Sunday School. She lives
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Ford, at 363 Walker.
"Hats off to a very fine
i young lady!"
I PUBLIC NOTICE
There was an assembly in
the Blair T. Hunt Gymnasium
on Nov. 7. Its main purpose
was to install the officers of
social service clubs. Guest
speakers were our own Mrs.
Gloria Denton and James
King.
SPORTS
Our victory scores in the
football season are: over Fa-
ther Bertrand 20-14; over Car-
ver 25-13; over Hamilton, a
surprising 33-32; over Manas-
sas 25-0; over Melrose 40-7 and l
over Lester, a tight 20-12. We
suffered only one defeat,
which was to Douglass, with
the heart-breaking score of
13-12. Our records show that
we stand at the glorious state
of six wins and only one slight
defeat. We are now First 'place
'Champions in our own Prep
'League. Let's give ourselves a
121-gun salute for a job well
!done, Warriors!
SWINGING COEDS
Helen Prudent, Patricia San-
ders, Iris Corpral, Diane Ev-
ans, Thelma Jefferson Doro-
thy McGee, Carolyn Smith, Pa-
tricia Bass, Bernice Williams,
Jo Ann Thomas, Joy Miller,
Glendora Price, Francis White,
Audrey Gray and Mary Spear-
man
COOL IN GROOVE
Larry Miller, Aubrey Yates,
Herbert Bobo, Jerry Smith,
Talbert Gray, Cleary Ankton,
Hugh Porter, Samuel Carter,
'Oscar Reed (naturally), Mel-
vin Tuggle, Robert Anthony,
David Tony. Grady White,
Roy (Tiger) Jones and Robert
Milam.
TOP CITY-WIDE
Estella Harris, Simone Mc-
Anulty, Patricia Cummings,
Cloridine Richards, Vera Mer-
ritt, Penny lshamel, Flora
Fleming, Myrtle Ranking,
Charles Wright, Dan Hancock,
Clarence Mitchell, William
Young, Gus Heath, Bobby
Smith, Coby Smith and Rob-
ert Davis (Haml.).
BIG QUESTION
Girls, what will happen aft-
er football season is complete-
ly over? (Basketball Boys?)
NOTATION
12-11, Mrs. Williamson's
homeroom, is swinging!
QUOTATION OF WEEK
"Senior boys go for Sopho-
more girls, and Senior Girls
go for Sophomore boys, Soph-
omores in college that is, right
girls?
Hamilton High School
By ROSIE TABOR and
MYRTLE RANKIN
HOMECOMING
Nov. 8, 1962 marked an un-
forgettable day for the queen
and her court. Theodore
Pickett was the M. C. for this
lovely program. the second
alternate was Miss Myrtle
Rankin, her escort Lallon
Boyce.
The first alternate was Miss
Doris Rowe with escort was
Archie Scruggs. Then came
what we all were awaiting for,
the queen, Miss Lena Rich-
mood, escorted by Amos Mil-
ler.
After the queen sat on her
throne, representatives from
different classes and organiza-
tions presented her with gifts.
Among those were: Earnest
Batto,n, Pat Hooks, James
Carpenter, Sallye Ross, Bill
Cunningham, Relzie McNeal
Preston Payton, Dorothy
James, Willa D. Parker, Ruby-
stein Boykins and Lora Ann
Greene. After the presenta-
tions, the majorettes did a
dance. Later the Pep Squad
performed to show everyone
that they had Hamilton's
spirit. Following this was the
recessional of the queen and
her court.
The ceremony was the Most
beautiful thing anyone could
witness. Everyone left the as-
sembly to prepare for the pa-
rade. In the other cars were
F.B.L.A., Y-Teen, Miss 'Glee
Club and her court, NBA.,
the Spades, Debutants, and
many other outstanding or-
ganizations on the campus. As
we left school, the band, Pep
Squad, and Drill Team per-
formed.
T h e Hamilton Wildcats
were defeated by the Carver
Cobras. We still think our boys
played a tremendous game.
CORONATION BALL
'As we enter into the swing-
ing place, everything is under-
way. Some of the lovely coats
,hanging up were the posses-
sions of the Sophomore class.
As we spoke to them. Just as
we started across the floor, we
spoke to Aubrey Miller and
his date, Sylvia Clark (BTW).
We were about to start a
conversation when another
eye-catching sight came by,
all the Spades strolled by. I
later discovered that Clivetta
Hoskin was not with a Wild-
cat but was stone looking good
with Kenneth Porter BTW).
Some of the Golden Wildcats
were: Enunit Makdnit and
Thelma Noel.
Some of the couples seen
were Carole Jones and Joey
Williams, Maryland Roby and
Lawrence Griffin; Robert
Wells and Carolyn Brandon,
Bobbie Knight and Dennis
James, Lora Green and Ty-
rone Byrd, Willa Parker and
Lawrence Greene and Larry
such • program a good supply of the right kind of bpoks
In the home should be read. The school encouraged parents
to take their children to the libraries and register them for
the program which would give them a wide variety of read-
ing experiences. Principal Isaiah Goodrich said the entire
teaching staff has been gratified by the response.
MANASSAS HIGH NEWS
By COBY SMITH
The Post - Coronation Ball
was held at Currie's Club
Tropicana last Thursday. Dur-
ing intermission, Queen Pat-
ricia Griffin, escorted by James
Walker, and her court; Rosie
Miles escorted by Willie Ow-
ens, Janice Hill and Eddie
Walsh, Erlene Reed and John-
ny Pryer, Shirley Reed and
Buster Townsend, Francine
Guy and Charles Hall, and
Linda Small escorted by Eu-
gene Currie, were again pre-
sented to the students of Man-
assas.
The Junior Class Officers
were announced after last
week's election. They are:
President - Vernon Hatch;
Vice Pres. - Floyd Eubanks,
Secretary - Betty Agnes, Asst.
Sec. Melba Watson, Treas-
urer - Robert Gammon, Re-
porters - Barbara Duncan and
Jo Etta White, Chaplain -
Chester Taylor, Parliamentari-
an - Jessie Young, Business
Man. - Brenda Rice, Sgt. - At -
Arms - Joseph Flagg and Wil-
liam Redd. Congratulations.
Sir Isaac Newton once said,
"If I see further than the next
man, it is because I stand on
his shoulders." In this day
of speed and space, every
young man needs something
to instill the moral fortitude
that has made our nation
strong in him. Our campus was
the first in the city to be bless-
ed with such an organization.
the Ole Timers Club, advised
by Mr. 0. T. Peeples. There
are 60 members in the Ole
Timers, 60 who are the lead-
ing students of Manassas, both
scholastically and athletically.
The club can boast about the
success of members in every
walk of life. One such person
is Mr. N. A. Crippens, consult-
ant of In-Service Education
in Nashville, who writes:
"I have received the hon-
orary membership card which
you sent me, and I am happy
to accept it. In fact, I shall
carry it with pride, for I feel
that it is a real privilege to
be a member of the "Ole Tim-
ers Club" because of the ideals
and practices that it cherish-
es."
"A word to the wise is suf-
ficient," take my advise Phyl-
is Atwater and James Smith,
"Rome Wasn't Built In A
Day." "True confession is good
for the soul but bad for the
reputation," I wonder why
Westley Mitchell keeps tell-
i..g the girls, "I look like a
farmer but I'm a laver." Two,
of those swinging teens (L.S.'
& R. D.) have settled down
but E. L. met his match the
B.A.D. way. Gail Franklin —
A. S. is no longer anonymous,
Azell Smith (Les.). Willie Cal-
houn Owens, well-known for
melting girls' heart, got his
Daily and Dorothy Lewis. One
o• the most eye-catching sights
— the girl in white, Cassandra
White.
Some of the kids seen doing
the hip-break: Carole Jones,
Sallye Ross, Archie Scruggs,
Earnest Batten, Lee Ann
Cooper, Dorothy Lewis, and
Myrtle Rankins.
MITCHELL 1
HIGH NEWS
By PATRICIA CUMMINGS
CORONATION
Miss Mary Ann Snow was
crowned Miss Tigerette dun-
mg coronation ceremonies in
the cafeterium, Nov. 10. Her
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Jim-
mie Snow.
Miss Sandra Bell was
crowned "Little Miss Tig-
erette" during the same cere-
monies. She is the dirighter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Bell.
After the crowning of the
Queens by Captain and Co-
Capitian, William Partee and
David Wrushen, everyone roll-
ed back the red carpet and
rocked to the music of the
Bowlegs Miller Band.
AMERICAN EDUCATION
WEEK
Last week a program was
presented in observance of
cooling off, but good, by Shir-
ley Purnell. If Minnie Walker
had Tried a Little Tenderness.
Thurman Reddick probably
wouldn1 need crutches now.
If you think Mutt & Jeff
make a cooky couple, you
should see Quanita Branch and
Ralph Collier, the Minstrel and
Queen. 'It's high time someone
informed you, Clavin Herring,'
that Yau Can Run But You 1;
Can't Hide, from love or Max-
ine Seaborn. They tell me,
Loretta Shores, that Big Girls'
Don't Cry, even though you
and Charley Wilks had a little'
ripple. Since the departure of
Leon Hurd, Ophelia Waldene.
Rainey must be resorting to
witchcraft; I see no other rea-
son why Lorenzo Childress re-
cently acknowledged, "I'm un-
der your spell again." Accord-
ing to Anne McMillan, Charles
DeGraffenreid is not only gift-
ed at stepping high but is
•equally blessed in Swinging
Gently. Betty Buford, the guy
you go out of your way to
insult everyday told me, "You
broke his heart and he broke
your jaw." I wonder why Pat-
ricia Scurlock is affected so
much by Cleo's Mood. From
the get - go, Adline Brown, I
would have said Don't Build
Your Hopes Up High, but you
obviously threw a lucky punch.
American Education Weeig;
It's purpose was to enlight4
'every American on the
, portant role education plays.
in a democracy, and to help
him realize that good schools,.
are his personal responsibility, •
Members of the P.T.A. and
faculty presented a panel dig-.
'cussion on discipline, guidance,
interest, health, attendance"
;and study problems. The
members of this panel were.
Mr. Charles Sueing, Mrs. Daisy
,B. Scott, Mrs. Elizabeth Dun--
'ham, Mr. Robert Hewitt, Mrs.,
Henry Lewis and Mrs. Alma
iLtIPr.DRAMATICS CLUB
Applicants for membership
of "The Stage Crafters" au-
ditioned Nov. 14. Accepted
members were five girls and
four boys. The advisor is Mrs..
Elizabeth Durham.
WALLACE DRESS SHOP
316 VANCE AVE.
EX 8-2465
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FREE GIFT
WRAPPING
ag gloater?
SWEATERS AND SKIRTS AT A REDUCED RATE
USE OUR LAY A WAY
Have A Clearer, Lovelier Complexion
FREE Demonstration
See for yourself how easily it is to have smoother, lighter, clearer
skin, when you cleanse and care for it properly. Learn the secret of
how to select the makeup shades that are most becoming to your skirt
tone and how to apply them correctly to make
you look your lovliest. You'll be amazed
and delighted with your new found beauty
when you do.
Mrs. Mildred Owen, Beauty Consultant, in-
vites you to the new Lucky Heart Cosmetics
Studio for a Free Skin Care and Makeup
Demonstration using Lucky Heart Cosmetics
and Color-Keyed Makeup. Thete is no charge
or obligation and you will be given personal ;
attention. This offer is limited, so phone
for your Demonstration Appointment today.
For your Appointment phone NM 8-8689 and
tell them that you have a Free Demonstration
Coupon from the Tri-State Defender. -Your •
appointment will be arranged quickly. Phone
Lucky Heart Cosmetics Studio
300 E. McLemore Phone: WIT 8-8689
,e4
M trnrizingTD
FREE DEMONSTRATION COUPON
This Coupon, when filled in below, Lucky Heart Cosmetics Studio
entities you to a Free Skin Cor• 300 E.1.1cLemore
end Makeup Demonstration Phone WH 8-8689
NAntr 
sT R LET & NUMBER 
TELEPHONE 
fl inns
,
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TRI-STATE-BANK-DEPOSITORS-CONTEST
IT'S GREAT - IT'S DIFFERENT - IT'S NEW - IT'S FUN FOR EVERYONE!
IF YOU CAN GUESS HOW MANY NEW DEPOSITORS TRI-STATE-BANK WILL ADD DURING IT'S 16th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
THEN YOU WIN AN ALL EXPENSE PAID VACATION FOR 2 TO MIAMI, FOR 6 NIGHTS AND 1 DAYS AT THE FABULOUS SIR JOHN HOTEL - CUSTOMERS MAY REGISTER
AS OFTEN AS THEY ENTER THE BANK LOBBY! ALSO
EACH DAY, NOV. 27, 28, 29 AND DEC. 4, 5, 6, 50 L.P. JAZZ AND POPULAR ALBUMS BY SUCH ARTISTS AS:
— DINAH WASHINGTON — — EDDIE HAYWOOD — —CLYDE McPHATTER — — THE PLATTERS — — ERROLL GARNER —
— THE DIAMONDS — — SARAH VAUGHN — SYL AUSTIN — — PATTI PAGE —
WILL BE GIVEN TO CUSTOMERS OPENING NEW ACCOUNTS OR ADDING TO THEIR PRESENT ACCOUNTS.
PICK UP ENTRY BLANK IN THE LOBBY OF THE TRI-STATE BANK, 386 BEALE ST., MEMPHIS, TENN. 16th
ANNIVERSARY. ONE OF THE MID-SOUTH'S FASTEST GROWING BANKS. WHY') BECAUSE IT OFFERS YOU —
I. Individual Attention 2. Individual Courtesy 3. Individual Concern 4. Individual Treatment
BUT MOST OF ALL: S. Individual Confidential Banking Service
MEMBER OF THE - FEDERAL - DEPOSIT - INSURANCE - CORPORATION
;7.
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Memphians Should Support UHF
THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE
FUND'S 1962 campaign, now under-
way in the Memphis area, deserves
the support of all Memphians and
Shelby Countians. UNCF makes it
easier for 32 member colleges and
Universities to operate and enables
-them to strengthen their faculties,
Improve their campus facilities and
:offer more and larger scholarships.
These schools, including Fisk, Le-
-Moyne, Lane, Knoxville, Philander
and Tougaloo, receive from UNCF
each year nearly three times the
amount raised in their respective
areas.
Orange Mound Day
The Orange Mound Day Nursery,
located at 854 Grand St. is in the
midst of an annual membership drive.
The nursery, founded in 1941, serves
a very vital community need for
working mothers, who cannot afford
the expense of hiring baby-sitters
individually' — nor are they in a
position to remain unemployed.
The nursery also puts parents at
ease while their children are there
because of the nursery's program of
health care and habits which provides
a well-balanced noon-day meal, super-
vised play, a rest period, supervised
handwork, and most of all — care
akin to a mother's love.
•The nursey is financed by several
means. First, it is a Red Feather
Agency (S.U.N.). Secondly, it obtains
a small amount in fees charged to
The national goal this year is $3
million. Citizens in Memphis and
Shelby County are asked to raise
$25,000 of this amount. This can be an
easy task if all civic-minded persons
contribute.
Scores of volunteer workers, un-
der the able leadership of Frank
Lewis, principal of Grant Elementary
School, are hard at work in this cam-
paign. They are determined to make
this year's drive a big success.
We support UNCF 100 per cent
and urge you to do the same.
We knoww the $25,000 goal can be
reached if you do your part.
parents who can afford to pay part
or all. (Nevertheless families who
cannot afford to pay can still obtain
service); and thirdly, by obtaining
memberships of individuals and
groups.
This is where you can make a per-
sonal contribution to the continua-
tion of this much needed community
service. — Become a member of the
Orange Mound Day Nursery. An In-
dividual membership is as low as $1.
We urge you to contribute to the
nursery.
All citizens living in the Orange
Mound section should be particularly
concerned about obtaining member-
ship in — and making cash donations
to the nursery, because it is readily
available for their usage.
Oa With A Stadium—New Or Old!
Most community problems can be
solved — generally speaking — by a
simple three-step method which is
this: First, recognize fully that there
is a problem. Secondly, analyze fully
the problem with a scheme for obtain-
ing a workable solution. Thirdly, ex-
ecute the solution.
Thusly, the problem is solved.
We suggest that the City Commis-
sioners and other concerned interests
apply this rule-of-thumb technique
concerning the "to build" or "not to
build" a stadium here.
Of course we would heartedly favor
building a new stadium rather than
adding to a mistake. We consider the
location and structure of Crump
Stadium a "mistake in the first place."
The Courts Demur
The Federal Courts' paralysis in
the contempt decree against Gov.
Ross Barnett of Mississippi, is, to say
the least, beyond comprehension.
There are no precedents on the dock-
eta of any of the United States Dis-
trict courts where a contempt pro-
ceeding has been ignored with im-
punity.
The Cuban crisis and the crucial
fall elections understandingly had
swept James Meredith's case out of
the focus of national concern. But the
nation is no longer gripped by fears
of a nuclear war and its unpredictable
consequences, and the political con-
test is over.
There can be no earthly excuse
for the courts' delinquency in bring-
ing Gov. Barnett to brook. So long
he is allowed to defy the law under
the cloak of inadmissible states'
rights prerogatives, so long will
American justice remain clothed with
the soiled garment of special privi-
lege.
On the other hand, if a new stadium
cannot be financed in the forseeable
future, the next best step should be
taken. As of now it appears that the
"next best step" is to enlarge Crump
Stadium.
While solving the "stadium situa-
tion" another problem should be solv-
ed at the same time, that is, make the
stadium "new or old" available to
practical community activities — in-
cluding activities of Negro events.
This has not been obtained in the
past.
Enough discussion has taken place
concerning the "stadium situation"
It is time that a move be made —
Even if it is discovered later, that it
was the wrong move. But let's move.
Mr. Barnett was cited three times
for civil contempt, and ordered to ap-
pear in court to give reasons why he
should not be held in contempt. He
has not only ignored the summonses
but he now holds the arrogant, in-
sidious view that he was acting with-
in the prescribed constitutional war-
rant of the state of Mississippi, and
therefore he cannot be held accounta-
ble to the order of a federal court.
This in sum is the essence of the
discredited doctrine of interposition
which was in the crucible of the Civil
War and which died with Lee's sur-
render at Appomattox. The governor
is thus hiding behind a dead horse,
and the 5th District Court at New
Orleans, which issued the contempt
order, is thus far unwilling to smoke
him out. Barnett's defiance and the
courts' stalled machinery may be
used some day as a precedent to alter
the whole character of the judicial
nrocess in the United States.
Embarrassing Memory
Now that a Catholic President has
been 19 months in the White House,
the religious issue that was so promi-
nent in the 1960 campaign has become
a dim and somewhat embarrassing
memory.
Ironically, the only critics Presi-
dent Kennedy has had in matter in-
volving religion are some Catholics,
who have objected to his stand
against federal aid for church schools.
It is therefore somewhat startling
to be reminded of the extent to which
religious bigotry figured in the last
Presidential campaign. Such a re-
.,
minder appears in the third biennial
report of the nonpartisan Fair Cam-
paign Pactices Committees on po-
litical "smears."
The committee finds that 65 per
cent of the 1960 campaign literature
on the religious issue went beyond
the bounds of legitimate discussion
and into the area of scurrility.
It is perhaps unrealistic to hope
that bigots and people willing to ex-
ploit bigotry for political gain will
disappear, but is possible to hope that
they can be restrained by exposure.
I)
School Days In Mississippi
JACKIE ROBINSON
Timetable
Of A Social Change
ALLOW ME to share with you a fas-
cinating story we have come across which
proves that a handful of people, given the
proper leadership, can bring about vital
changes in our society.
A couple of weeks ago, in Atlanta,
Georgia, 15 Negro employees of Blue Plate
Foods, a division of the gigantic, national
Hunts Food Corporation, went to the of-
fice of Dr. Martin Luther King's Southern
Christian Leadership Conference to seek a
solution to certain grieviances.
In a talk with the Rev. Wyatt Tee
Walker, executive assistant to Dr. King,
these employees said that Negroes could
get only menial, labor-type jobs with their
company and that promotions for the Ne-
gro were practically unheard of. They
complained that prominent signs indi-
cated which dining rooms and which rest
rooms were for whites only and for colored
only. They told of separate time clocks and
how, when a Negro wanted a cup of cof-
fee, he was not allowed to draw it from
the company coffee urn. Someone had tobring the coffee into the Jim Crown dining
room in a special pitcher.
Yet, this company had contractual
agreements with the United States gov-
ernment to which colored and white
Americans alike pay their taxes.
Action Started
WORKING with these employees un-
til two o'clock Tuesday morning, Rev.
Walker achieved the following results:
Each employee filled out for filing
with the President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity a personal com-
plaint.
On behalf of the SCLC, Rev. Walker
filled out a complaint.
Tuesday morning, back in his office,
Rev. Walker approved the stencils pre-
pared by his office staff and mailed copies
of the complaints to officials of the Presi-dent's Committee and to the New Orleans
regional offices of the corporation and toits national offices in California.
Wednesday morning, before lunch, the
industrial relations manager of the
corporation, put through a long distance
call from California to Atlanta. He asked
Rev. Walker if the complaint had alreadybeen filed with Washington and learning
that it had, wanted to know whether it
could be withdrawn.
The SCLC official agreed to withdraw
the complaint if the corporation would
forward him immediately some assurance
in writing that negotiations would be held
to correct the conditions.
That same night—Wednesday—the in-
dustrial relations manager had arrived in
Atlanta by plane, prepared to go to the
Atlanta plant the following day to investi-
gate conditions. In the meantime, his office
had forwarded to SCLC the telegram
requested and Rev. Walker had promptly
dispatched a wire to Washington asking
that action on the complaint be suspended
pending negotiations.
Thursday, the corporation official in-
vestigated the Atlanta plant. That night,
he phoned Rev. Walker and set up an ap-
pointment with Rev. Walker and Andy
\lung of the SCLC staff for the follow-
ing morning at 9 o'clock.
The Friday morning meeting was held.
Saturday morning, a meeting with the
aggrieved employees was held.
Saturday afternoon these agreements
had been made. The Jim Crow signs on
dining rooms and rest rooms came down
immediately. Complete desegregation of
facilities was promised within two weeks.
Within 60 days, a non-discriminatory hir-
ing policy and a fair merit advancement
policy would be put into effect. ,
Economic Headache
HERE WE HAD the walls of desegre-
gation and discrimination come tumbling
down virtually overnight. We saw a giant
business bringing its weight to bear to
revolutionize long-standing Southern cus-
tom. Why? Because, at its Birmingham na-
tional convention, SCLC took on a new
phase of activity. The organization decided
there was a great deal of unemployment
and lack of opportunity for advanCementfor Negroes simply due to their color. So
an organization went into action. Fifteen
courageous and intelligent employees putit on the line and an efficient executivefollowed through.
Do you believe this great corporation
made the changes because they wanted to
—or because it was moral. We doubt it.
We think they were probably impressed
when, in conference, Rev. Walker pointed
out that if 4000 ministers from all over the
nation, went to their pulpits one Sunday
morning and asked their people not to buy
the company's products, the corporation
would have an economic headache of stock
market crash proportions.
Using his common sense in the spend-ing of his common dollar—that is how the
Negro can beat this bitter game of racismin our American society.
We could ,clo the same thing with
regard to all we are hearing these days
about national businesses which won't
sponsor Negro entertainers or use Negro
models. No matter how many committee
hearings Rep. Adam Powell holds about
that problem. there is only one effective
way to solve it.
That way is the same way a social
change was brought about in Atlanta in
the incident we have related above.
Don't get mad. Get smart!
The People Speak
Powell's Tax Troubles
Dear Editor:
Adam Clayton Powell's tax
shenanigans have been cover
ed-up, protected and even eic.
tolled by some of the Negro
press.
I am very happy that your
a'aind on this Scarlet Pim-
pernel of the East has been
neutral. I am glad that your
paper did not run one of those
"rew deal" editorials when
this congressman-man of the
cloth stood face to face with
a bunch of embarrassing tax
raps recently.
Re hardly attends Congress
at all, yet can spend almost
$6.000 for a gay European
juhket.
The people of New York
should get wise and can this
fake!
Bruce Moore,
Chicago
'Selective Buying'
Dear Editor:
When is the "selective buy-
ing" technique going to be
used in Chicago as it has been
In Philadelphia? There min-
titers and laymen used it to
obtain equality in the fields
of employment, opportunity,
education, consumer treatment
and bank mortgages.
Business likes the Negro
convnunity's buying power and
cater to it through all sorts
of sellinr, gimmicks.
This is indication enough
that a powerful level for solv-
ing problems and getting solu-
tions moving already lies in
the palm of one's hand ready
for use in areas where no ra-
cial progress has been made
by conventional means and
good will.
G. G. Asher
Evanston, Ill.
A MAWS' FATHER
Whoever wrote thatline-
about a boy's being the father
to the man, was writing with
a whole lot more truth than
poetry. The idea is pregnant
with meaning.
The kind of man a fellow will
turn out to be is pretty much
outlined by the kind of boy
he has been. If he was a kind-
ly boy, he'll most likely turn
out to be a kindly man. U, as
a boy, he was thoughtless,
overly selfish, brutal, coward-
ly, boastful, sneaky and de-
ceitful, he's wearing the out-
lines of a pretty low type of
man. Yep, the boy is father
to the man in more ways than
one.
The idea comes to mind
when one considers what the
Boy Scouts of America are
seeking to help the boys who
are making the men they will
be. The organization is seeking
to help these boys to mold
men who will be a credit to
themselves and a help to their
fellow men.
NO PREACHMENT
This is not a preachment
about the Boy Scouts. It's
easy to go off into pack of plati-
tudes about the Boy Scouts.
Errybody agrees, more or
less, that the Scouts are a
great organization. The ob-jective here is to put in a word
about the major work of the
Scouts, helping boys to father
men. Too little emphasis is giv-
en to that aspect of the organi-
zation's activities.
For instance, just a few
days ago in Memphis, a prac-
tice national defense "alert"
was held in Memphis . . . the
'dea being to help Memphians
to learn where to go and what
to do in case of an outbreak
of war . . . with all its pos-
sibilities of bombings and
nuclear poisoning and the
like. Local Boy Scout troops
participated in the alert. They
acted as victims of bombing
•
'raids and served in other cat
pacities.
They were assembled in the
alert areas, and were trans-
ported in ambulances to local
hospital points.
NOT ENOUGH
Most of the praticipating
Scouts were white boys. But,
happily, Negro Scouts were
invited to participate. Unfor-
tunately, only two Negro adult"
Scout leaders were on hand to'
participate with the boys. Ant!
one of these two men had to
leave before the civilian des;
fense practice run was com,
pleted.
And that points up a serious
aspect of Scouting among Ne-
gro boys in Memphis and
many other areas. There Ak
aren't enough grown men and kW
women available to make the
program as effective as it
could be.
These persons serve largely
on a volunteer basis. They
usually represent _churches
which are active enough to
sponsor a Scout troop. Yet,
they have the guidance of
trained Boy Scout. workers to
help them do the job.
DEDICATED INTEREST
The big factor is the matter
of dedicated interest. And the
fact is there are not. enough
interested and dedicated Ne-
gro men and women around to
serve Negro boys as Scouts.
Or, maybe the program hasn't
been sufficiently sold to the
adult Negro population of
these parts. Or, maybe it just
hasn't dawned on local Negro
adults that "the boy is father
to the man" . . . and if we 1111,
want the boy to be a good
architect in planning the ed-
ifice of his manhood, then he
needs good, strong, dedicated,
and understanding help.
Boy Scouting among Mem-
phis and Mid-South Negroe4'.
got off to a sound start, ovei:
the years, under the long-time'.
direction and dedication of,
now retired veteran Negro"
Boy Scout executive, Mr.
A. Beauchamp who rendered,
yeoman service in the field.
His name is still synonymous
with Boy Scout work with
local youths. •
The People
Speck
Dear Editor: He left a good foundationI plan to vote the .proposed for his successors to use incharter because it will promote
progress for Memphis a n d
Shelby County. It will also at-
tract more industry to our
county, which will mean morejobs for us.
This will mean that we will
be able to take a decent pay-
check home to our families.
Moses Mumphrey
1015 W. Mitchell Rd.
Memphis, Tenn.
Dear Editor:
I will vote for the consolida-
tion of Memphis and Shelby
County governments, because
as a county resident I will get
more services for my tax dol-
lar.
I also anticipate that we will
have better schools and better
building the Scout program
among Memphis and Mid''
South Negroes into even grearl'Alk
er proportions. But Mr. Beau'-`:1111,
champ's successors cannot gel
to first base if the active in-
terest and help of adult Ne-
groes are withheld from them.'
POKER TABLES
Its not enough to make a
pledge of financial assistance
to the Boy Scout movement.
Although the movement's suc-'
cess- depends on contributions
of money. It is not enough to.
join in the chorus in agree-
ment that Scouting is a good
program for boys. Enough will
have to include the time and
energy of more men and wom..
fire protection. We do not have en, as well as their interest
that now.
William Dove, Jr.
3525 Fields Road
Memphis, Tenn.
Progress Report
Dear Editor:
The Negro race has made
more advancement since the
end of World War II than
ever before. He has much bet-
ter schools, better homes and
better jobs and positions.
Negro communities are im-
proving and its citizens are
becoming members of high or-
ganizations. The Negro is in
every field, politics, and gov-
ernmant, and he will rise to
even greater heights. But we
must cooperate with each oth-
er and stand up for our rights.
We can do this by having faith
in ourselves and in the God
we surely do trust.
Willie Frazier
1400 Sardis
Memphis, Tenn.
and money.
The Boy and Girl Scout pro-
grams need this time, energy,
money, and interest, if they,
are to prove really meaning-
ful for Negro boys and girls,
Perhaps the best thing all
concerned Memphians can dd
is' to accept the proposition. .
that the Negro who is to be •
the first-class citizen of to-
morrow, must begin with be'
ing a first-class boy and girl'
today . f.t
The kids can't do the job
by themselves. The handful ot
local Boy Scout executives.
can't do the Job by themselves.
Maybe a couple of nights oft
from the dog tracks or the
poker tables . . . and a few
of the hours gained devoted
to as many boys as possible
would go a mighty long ways
toward producing boys whii
will be fathers to some good
strong men. Now, whatchubet!
So What
"Sure, she has a million-dollar figure . . .
end her walk proves Its in loom change!"
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AFL-CIO Head Tells Union
Policy on Negroes and Bias
By GEORGE MEANY 1 count is 23—have FEPC laws
AFL-CIO President
I have never taken ref-
uge in the argument—true
though it is—that there is
less racial discrimination
on the part of unions than
there is in the schools, in
housing, public- accommoda-
tions and in the practices of
employers when left to their
own devices. This ist true, but
it is not relevant. Even a little
Ali discrimination in the laborlp movement is too much. It
makes a mockery of our prin-
ciples, and it must be wiped
out.
A generation ago, in some
quarters—and in some union
—discrimination was not only
accepted; it was respectable.
Today, where discrimination
still exists in the labor move-
ment, it is a bootleg product,
sneaked in by subterfuge. Ev-
en those who practice discrim-
ination know in their hearts
that its days are numbered.
There are three factors in-
volved in union. First, there
is the policy of the employers.
Second, there is the policy of
government, both state and
federal. Third, there is the
policy of the trade unions.
The policy of the employers
comes first because in the ov-
erwhelming majority of cases,
•the employer decides who gets
hired. I am talking about new
hiring; the taking on of new
employees by business and in-
dustry.
LABOR PATTERN
It is this kind of hiring that
largely determined the pattern
of the labor force as it exists
today. The pattern was estab-
lished before there was any
government policy toward pri-
vate employment; it was es-
tablished when the labor
movement was small a rid
weak.
What does this pattern
show? The latest figures com-
piled by the Bureau of Labor
,Statistics are for May 1962-
41 years atler President Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt's historic
o
executive order on fair 'em-
ployment practices; 17 years
after this state enacted the
pioneer FEPC law since fol-
lowed by some 20 others; and
after long, vigorous and often
successful battles by the labor
movement to negotiate and en-
force anti - discrimination
clauses in collective agree-
ments.
These figures show 5 per
cent of the Negroes in our
work force in professional and
technical jobs, against more
than 12 per cent of the whites.
They show less than 9 per
cent of the Negroes in clerical
and sales jobs, against 221/2
per cent of the whites.
In the so-called blue collar
occupations, just 6 per cent of
the Negroes are classified as
skilled; more than 14 per cent
are rated unskilled. For
whites, the figures are about
14 per cent skilled, less than
5 per cent unskilled — just
•about the reverse.
By far the largest group of
Negro workers-32 per cent—
are in the service trades.
DISGRACEFUL PATTERN
That is the pattern, after 20
years of progress. I say it is
a disgraceful pattern. tiers in th, plants, always
One major basis for this' against heavy employer re-
pattern is inadequate educa-I sistance. The UAW has had a
non. On one hand there is
adequate education of the em-
ployers on the principles of
equal opportunity. On the
other hand there is the inade-
quate education of Negroes,
through no fault of their own.
We in the labor movement can
be proud of our fight for equal,
unsegregated educational op-
portunities — in the schools,
in the colleges, in vocational
training and in apprenticeship
programs. That fight is, of
course, a long way from be-
ing won.
Nevertheless, the record is
clear that little help can be
• expected from the employers,
acting on their own. As in so
many other matters, they need
"persuasion." And I mean the
kind of legal persuasion that
can, if necessary, be backed
up by legal sanctions. So we
turn to the policies of govern-
ment.
Why must we turn to gov-
ernment? Because the trade
union movement is not strong
enough, in itself, to bring about
the necessary changes. The
changes must be made in the
unorganized areas as well aa
those under union contract.
The changes must be marl.
where the tinina is not Oro's.,
enough to negotiate thorn at
the hareainIne table. And the
changes most he made even
when they are °noosed by
Ak misguided ateiroosts wiseia
1.1 the union itself. To these
ends, the help of government
is essential.
Some states — the latest heart of the labor movement.
So do many cities. Most of
these laws should be stronger.
Every one of these laws
came about as a result of the
initiative and the political ac-
tion of the labor movement.
The great gap in govern-
ment policy is the lack of a
national fair employment
practices law. The AFL-CIO is
unalterably committed to the
passage of such a law. And
when it finally comes about,
it will be as a result of the
political power and legislative
influence of the trade union
movement. And it will come
about. A meaningful federal
FEPC is in the foreseeable fu-
ture.
It is worth noting that the
strongest single force behind
every civil rights proposal is
the AFL-CIO. In education, in
housing, in public accommo-
dations, on voting rights — all
the way down the line, on
every front — we spearhead
the fight for equal justice for
all. _
We do not expect any med-
als for this; we are only doing
what we ought to do.
Most of the time, what we
get is not praise but blame.
Often we are told that we are
losing votes in Congress on
other issues--un medical care,
for example, or unemployment
compensation, or minimum
wages — vital issues to all
workers, regardless of color—
because southern congressmen
resent our civil rights posi-
tion. Tone it down, we are ad-
vised. Take it easy.
WON'T TONE IT DOWN
I have said before, and I
say again, we are not going
to tone it down. We are not
going to take it easy. If our
pressure for civil rights costs
us votes on other issues, so
be it. This is a price we are
ready to pay.
it is tae same story when
we come to organizing. Sue
csr L-1...0..) is in a unique pus,.
nun. it has become tne lay-
°rite target ot seine people
wno feel tnat we are not mov-
ing last enougn iii tne nem
us civil rights, and It is also
we favorite target of tile
write Citizens Councils. 51
you think the At'L-C10 is
weak on integration you have
missed seeing the kind of anti-
union material used against
us in the South. Here again,
we are told—even by some
union organizers — tone it
down. Take it easy. And here
again, I say no, we are not
going to tone it down or take
it easy; yes—even this means
the loss of labor board elec-
tions we might otherwise win.
It seems to me that the
charges of discrimination
within the labor movement
must be taken in the context
of the whole record. I am not
minimizing the problem. I am
not brushing it aside. But
when anyone tries to say that
the trade unions are the chief
barrier to the economic oppor-
tunities of Negroes in this
country, I resent it and I re-
ject it, for it simply is not
true.
CITES AUTO WORKERS
from the very beginning,
the /auto Workers has strum-
toed to oreait down racial bar-
remareable degree of success.
Negroes have for many years
been able to rise according to
their abilities and their sen-
iority in most of the companies.
It is not only so in the North;
it has now begun to be true
in the South as well.
But what has happened. Em-
ployment in the auto indus-
try, in common with most
manuiacturing industries, is
shrinking. Automation is tak-
ing a staady toll. Even work-
ers with 15 years' seniority are
not secure. So the Negro work-
ers, who after a decade of ef-
fort may have risen to a
skilled, responsibility and
well-paid job, finds himself
laid off, with little chance of
getting back.
Since the upgrading of Ne-
gro workers, since their ac-
ceptance into more desirable
Jobs, began only after the
union was firmly established,
their seniority, as a group, is
lower. When the work force
shrinks they are laid off in
disproportionate numbers.
SUPER-SENIORITY
Are we, thei•efore, to set up
a "quota system" that will
provide super - seniority on
racial grounds? I say that this
is not a trade union solution:
and that trade unionists must
reject it.
The solution to the kind of
problem we find in Detroit,
and in other manufacturing
centers, is not to weaken the
safeguards that are at the
' THE
MITTEE
AFL-CIO PRESIDENT George Meanly explained in detail
before Negro American Labor Council what union policy was
towards Negroes and racial discrimination. Ili s address con-
stitutes one of the most detailed policy statements ever made
on the subject by a top labor executive and is reprinted
herewith in part.
The solution is to create a full
employment economy in the
United States.
Let me turn to discrimina-
tion as a deliberate practice.
What can the AFL-CIO, as a
federation do—and what can't
we do.
We can control the actions
of our state and local central
bodies, and of the several hun-
dred local unions that are di-
rectly affiliated with the AFL-
CIO, rather than with a na-
tional union.
For example, last February
I instructed the state and local
central bodies that all their
conventions, meetings, educa-
tional institutes and other
functions must henceforth be
held in fully integrated facili-
ties. I further directed our
central bodies that they were
not to take part in any sort
of function from which dele-
gates are excluded for reasons
of race, creed or color. This is
the kind of area in which the
AFL-CIO can and will take
direct action.
We can, and we have, by
convention action, outlawed
racial discrimination as a trade
union practice. This deteimi-
nation is binding upon every
affiliated national or interna-
tional union.
I do not know of any na-
tional or international union
whose duly elected leaders
dissent from that position. I
think I can say categorically
that the leadership of every
AFL-CIO union subscribes to
that policy.
I cannot look into men's
hearts. I do not know what
they may be thinking, deep
inside of themselves. But what
I am concerned about is not
what they think, but what
they do. We are not primarily
concerned with prejuclica as a
state of mind, much as we may
deplore it. We are concerned
with the tangible apnlication
of nrejudice— that is discrimi-
nation.
LOCALS INDEPENDENT
This is precisely the purpose
of the AFL-CIO civil rights
machinery, established at the
last convention. I think we
adopted a good resolution. I
think we established proce-
dures that can be effective.
But they can only ne effective
in those places where we have
the power to act. They cannot
in themselves abolish or pre-
vent discrimination every-
where in the labor movement.
Here we come to what thel
AFL-CIO is not able to do I
We have no direct power
whatever over the actions of
an individual local union,
which is a part of a national
or international union.
We can make representa-
tions to the national union.
We can assist the national
union in correcting the situa-
tion, Under the new civil
rights procedure adopted by
the last convention, the AFL-
CIO Civil Rights Committee
can initiate complaints as well
as receive them. And there is
an orderly, step-by-step pro-
cedure through which cases
that are not settled earlier
will come before the AFL-
CIO Executive Council. But
we cannot move in on a local
union, over the head of the
national union of which it is
a pail. ;Dui only disciplinary
power runs to affiliates; we
cannot discipline a single local
of an affiliated union. It is up
to the affiliate to discipline
its locals.
EXPULSIONS
In recent years there has
been a considerable amount of
talk to the effect that we
ought to expel unions where
discrimination persists, just as
we expelled the unions that
had fallen under the domina-
tion of corrupt leaders. I know
A Philip Randolph has taken
that position; and I have dis-
agreed with him, publicly and
privately.
I do agree that discrimina-
tion is just as bad as corrup-
tion. It is just as repugnant
to me. and it is just as irrecon-
cilable to the principles of,
trade unionism. But it is a'
i different kind of disease, and nation exists in a union, the
I it requires it different kind of first place to seek a remedy
is within the labor movement
itself. And the remedy is th,
reform of a union, not its de-
struction.
I know something about mi-
nority problems. I am a Cath-
olic. And while I am very
well aware that the discrimi-
nation against Catholics was
never as severe or as wide-
spread as discrimination
against Negroes, there were
places where it came close to
it
PROVING TOO SLOWLY
The election of a Catholic
support of an unmistakable President — something that
was beyond the realm of pos-
sibility when I was a young
man—proves that anti-Catho-
lic prejudice has subsided.
But that same election cam-
paign also proved that it is
far from dead.
I say that in solving the
problems of racial discrimina-
tion, America is moving too
slowly. I am deeply conscious
that "patience" is a shabby
word, a full century after the
Emancipation Proclamation. I
hope we will not have to wait
another 175 years before a
Negro, or a Jew, can reason-
ably aspire to the office now
filled by a Catholic. That's
why we are pressing for the
federal legislation we must
have to strengthen and speed
up the fight against discrimi-
nation in labor's ranks and
everywhere in America.
But even as we press for-
ward, let us not be too quick
to deprecate the progress that
we have been making, all
along the line, toward equal
opportunity and equal justice
for all. We moved faster in
the 1940's than we did in the
Thirties. We moved faster in
the Fifties than we did in the
Forties. And we will move
faster in the Sixties than ever
before.
There is no place for dis-
not consider discrimination in crimination in a movement
any form. dedicated to human brother-
I say to the NAACP, with hood. We are going to wipe it
which we worked in harmony out, and it is not going to take
for so long—where discrimi- another century to do it.
Corruption begins at the
top. It begins with corrupt
leadership, and works its way
down through the body of the
union by abolishing or distort-
ing the union's democratic
procedures.
But with discrimination, it's
just the reverse. Discrimina-
tion is opposed at the top but
is carried out below. Discrimi-
nation is perpetrated at the
local level, by prejudiced
rank-and-file members. It is
often maintained with the
majority.
Here we have an education-
al problem. But don't misun-
derstand me. I am not talking
about education in the ivory-
tower, long-range sense. I am
talking about high-velocity ed-
ucation, supported and rein-
forced by incontrovertible evi-
dence that those who may fs-
vor discrimination are simply
not going to he able to get
away with it.
SEGREGATED LOCALS
Meanwhile, do we cure this
disease by expelling the par-
ent union, whose leaders—
and a majority of whose mem-
bers—are on the side of equal
opportunity' I think not. I
think we will get further—and
that we are getting further—
by keeping the unions within
the federation and helping
their officers to fight the evil.
There have been a number
of instances involving segre-
gated locals, in which the na-
tional union and the white
local have both pressed for in-
tegration, but the Negro local
has rejected it. There are
problems of office, of personal
status, of local funds. of con-
vention delegations. I would
not agree to expelling an inter-
national union because a Ne-
gro local refused to merge
with a white local for fear of
being gobbled up. That. I do
ldsters Find New Housing
Project Haven of Joy for Aged
By DAVID POTTER
More and more Ameri-
cans are getting older and
older each year. As the life
span of the average man
becomes longer with better
medical care, the nation is fac-
ing a new critical problem of
how to house its senior citi-
zens.
One possible answer is being
given on Chicago's Southside
where a special housing pro-
ject for the aged has proven
such a success that it may be
a model for similar apartment
buildings across the nation.
The unique approach to hous-
ing for the elderly is the Wash-
ington Park Apartments, where
115 oldsters live at low rents
of $42.50 to $52.50 per month
and enjoy a social community
of their own that has given
them new spirit and new hope.
This $965,300 project is any-
thing but a nursing home, a
convalescent center or a home
for the aged. It is a building
designed and built to provide
a place to live, rather than a
place to die for men and wom-
en who have reached the re-
tirement age but still are very
active and alert, still filled
with the urge to stay alive
and enjoy living.
MANY THING TO DO
Typical of the residents of
the Washington Park Apart-
ments is 74-year-old Mrs. Ger-
trude Mitchell, who finds the
project a source of continual
joy and stimulation. Before
she moved to the project
she lived in the same house
for 27 years. She was relocated
because her neighborhood was
razed for redevelopment
"In my spare time then,"
she recalls, "I used to visit
churches and my friends. I'd
play with my grandchildren
on occasions. Almost every-
thing I tvd for relaxation, took
me away from the house.
"Now it's different. I hardly
go out at all. There's so many
wonderful things to do here!"
Actually the Washington
Park Apartments was specially
designed for "so many things
to do," specially built with
features catering to the senior
set.
Located at 4949 S. Cottage
Grove, the red brick structure
is surrounded on all sides by
ample lawn area, landscaped
with trees and shrubbery, and
convenient to good public
transports tion.
SAFETY FEATURES
The building has 92 apart-
ments of which 35 are effi-
ciency units and 57 one-bed-
room units.
The apartments employ the
latest special features designed
ENTIRE CAST of Gay Nineties production at Washington
Park project join forces in show's finale. "Ma. He's Making
MRS. MAUDE KEENE. dressed in turn-of-the-century re-
galia, lifts skirts to display high-buttoned shoes. She danced
the cakewalk in the Washington Park Senior Center's Gas
Nineties revue.
Eyes at Me." Events such as this one are part of a 
regular
scheduled program supervised by Horace Johnson
a.
H- F. JOHNSON sits,1111.
SENIOR CENTER PROGRAM DIRECTOR is Horace F.
Johnson, who formerly was a school teacher.
for the comfort, convenience
and safety of older tenants.
The floors are covered with
non-slip tile. There are no
thresholds. The closets are
large and easily accessible.
Considering further the phy-
sical limitations of the build-
ing's tenants, windows do not
move up and down, but slide
back and forth.
REFERENCE CARD
On the back or each apart-
ment door, is posted an emer-
gency reference card which
lists the names, addresses and
telephone numbers of rela-
tives, friends and physician
who can be contacted in case
of serious emergencies.
The building has two eleva-,
tors, one of which can accom-
odate a stretcher. The extra-
wide halls are well-lit and
also have non-slip tile floor-
ing. Each floor has its own
laundry room, complete with
tub and drying lockers. There
are garbage disposal chutes on
each floor.
Most of the first floor is
given over to rooms for the
surrounding community. This
complex of activity areas is
referred to as the Senior
Center.
The director of the center,
is Horace F. John so n,
fcrty-ish, articulate, distin-
g uished-looking and well-
dressed. But most important,
he is experienced in working
with older people.
ART CLASSES
In the Senior Center, there
are two craft rooms, a lounge,
a well-equipped kitchen, a
large assembly room and of-
fice space.
At an in-progress arts class,
four different students work-
ed with equal fervor on four
different interpretations of a
pumpkin. Johnson singled out
a silver-haired woman, wear-
ing a long smock.
"She's Miss Gregg, our art
instructor," he said. "She do-
nates one day a week to the
center to teach our students
painting, ceramics and mosaic
skills." Opening the lid of a
new kiln, he said, "This cost
$308, and every cent of it was
raised by the members."
From a closet in an adjoining
room, Johnson produced a
glittering array of marble
Jewelry. "These are made by
heating ordinary glass mar-
bles, then dumping them into
ice-cold water. The inside
cracks and crumbles because
of the sudden temperature
change, but the outside surface
is left intact."
The resultant products look-
ed like huge, round diamonds.
"The marbles are cemented
into metal fittings, and trans-
formed into pieces of jewelry,"
he added.
The project, run by the Chi-
cago Housing Authority, also
has a well-lit combination
music room and library. "We
are constantly adding to the
library," Johnson said. "We
belong to the Book-of-the-
Month Club, so at least one
new book per month is added
to our shelves.
In another corner of the
room, where a new blond oak
stereo hi-fi phonograph stood,
he commented, "Again, they
bought this piece themselves.
It cost over $600."
The lounge is the busiest
room in the .center. Equipped
with three card tables, it is
usually filled to capacity. Three
oil paintings hang on the wall,
two seascapes and a still life.
A typical oldster lounging
n the room was R a yf ie 1 d
Moore, a 67-year-old widower.
He has lived in Washington
Park for over a year and was
among the first residents to
move in.
"I was born in Alabama."
e said, "and that's a good
state to be away from
When asked his opinion
about the housing develop-
ment exclusively for aged citi-
zens, he said, "I like it fine.
But every now and then I like
to be around young people.
Whenever I feel like that. I
sit outside and talk with them.
r,
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Last weekend was a most
tilting one, both socially and
edueationally. Out-of-towners
were really in Jackson for the
two big events, the West Ten-
ce Educational Congress
do,t Homecoming for Lane col-
le.
:November 9 was a high day
ter the sixtieth anniversary of
tile West Tennessee Education-
twocongress on the campuses ofe college and Merry High1. The morning sessions
droved very fruitful for the
aferent areas of instruction
with expert consultants in the
Social fields of work.
'he sections were geared to
the central theme, "A Program
of txcellence in Instruction
for The Sixties" with special
emphasis on "The Relation of
Communication in the Instruc-
tinal Program."
The keynote address was
given by Dr. Archibald J. Car-
ey, attorney-at-law, counselor,
and minister of Chicago. You
can always depend on him for
an excellent address with the
wealth of experience he has.
He, along with Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Jones of Memphis were
dinner guests of Miss Eva
Broom at her home on Web-
ster. Miss Broome teaches in
Memphis.
The congress closed with a ;
soeial affair in the Merry High;
school gymnasium Friday
night.
DRAGONS WIN
Saturday, many who attend-
ed the congress stayed over to
....,
engage in the festivities of the
Vane college homecoming.
Happiness beamed all over the
faces of hundreds who witness-
ed, the game. Lane came out
victorious over Knoxville 20-8.
Reigning as "Miss Dragon-
ette" was Miss Mary Eliza-
beth Bond, a freshman. In her
court were Miss Henrietta
Martin, first alternate; Miss
Dianne Armstrong, second al-
ternate; and Miss Carolyn +
Musgray, third alternate. Also
on the scene with the reigning
beauties was Miss Mary Estes,
"Miss Lane College."
Guets of your scribe for the
weekend was Mrs. Johnnie
Hathorne, wife of Lane Coach
Hathorne. Mrs. Hathorne still
resides at Holly Springs, Miss.,
where she is employed at Rust
college. Mr. Hathorne has come
of Lane. Membership is re-
stricted to students who rank
high in scholarship with a
cumulative average of at least
3.3. • She has successfully at-
tained this upon completion
of 105 quarter hourof work.„ii.
Mrs. Curry is marri to Prin-
cipal Rex Curry ( enmark
Elementary) and is th mother
of two fine children.
I know you have been list-
ening to the radio and heard t
of the bravery of two Merry I
High school students who suc-
cessfully prevented a tragedy
on the Illinois Central Rail-
road crossing on Lane ave. The
students, Ruth Ann Stewart
and Beverly Graham, are to
be commended for their quick
thinking and bravery in this
respect.
Shocking it was to hear nf
he sudden death of A. C. Ford,
prominent Jackson Funeral
Director on Nov. 14. Our sym-
pathy goes out to the family
which includes his wife, two
daughters, and several nieces
and nephews whom they rear-
ed. His always smiling face
will certainly be missed in
Jackson.
-- —
Lfriloyne Alumni Will
Stage Original Revue
For some years the Mem-
phis Club of the LeMoyne
College Alumni Association
has sponsored fund - raising
projects for the benefit of the
college. On Friday, Novem-
ber 30 at Bruce Hall - 8:00
p.m., the Memphis public will
enjoy reminiscing with the
alumni as they present "Those
Wonderful Years," a Musical
Revue depicting dances, songs,
Ad Manager Called To
Duty With Air Force
Michael BM, advertising
manager of W. T. Grant's De-
partment store, was among the
thousands called to active duty
during the current emergency.
and he is presently serving at
Memphis with the 445th Troop
Carrier Command.
Hill will return to Grant's
after completing his tour of
duty.
DEFENDER
Miss Gracie Marie Morton -
To Become Bride During Winter
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Mor-
ton of Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Gracie
Marie Morton, to Gene Lang-
to Lane since school opened for
the fall session.
Guests of Miss Eva Broome
were Ray Pruitt and Joseph
Compton of Detroit, Mich.
Both are alumni of Lane. From
Memphis came J. D. Williams,
Jesse Williams, Lonnie Brisco;
from Chicago Sandford Hold-
en, the Pulliam Brothers, Er-
nest Goodrich, Buford Hurst, ;
Attorney Regan, Robert Rivers,'
Emmitt Perine and sister, Kay;
Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood Hunt-
er; from St. Louis Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Tatum, nee Doris
Person; from Hopkinsville,
Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Jacob )3ro-
naugh. Also saw Hamilton
Person, the Regan Brothers,
alumnus of Lane; Napoleon
sons of Atty. Regan, one an
Helm and many others from
surrounding communities. Fine
weather smiled on us, too,
making it an excellent day for
football.
ELECTED TO SOCIETY
Mrs. 011ie Curry, special
student at Lane college and
school secretary at Merry High
school, was selected for mem-
I 
The bride-elect was gradu-
ated from Holloway High
1 school and Tennessee State
university. She is now teaching
in Murfreesboro.bership in the Alpha Omega
chapter of Alpha Kappa Mu ston Robinson, son of Mrs. Lu- The bridegroom-to-be was
Honor Society on the campus cille Robinson of Memphis and graduated from Booker T.
' the late Mr. Walter Lee Rob- Washington High school in'
inson Sr. Memphis and is presently 
a International Cotillion 1 Mrs. Florence McPherson,senior, majoring in English at
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1962 "
lAt Four Season TEA:
More Than 100 See Crowning Of
Mrs. Little As 'Mrs. R. Nurse'
Mrs. Fenton Little Vies
irrupts/named "fit r s. peg
Nurse," at a ?bur Sesdoent Tim.
given by the Registered Nun-
es' club ot the Sarah Brown
Branch YWCA on 1410v, 4. She
was presented a bouquet of
red roses by the President,
Mrs. Rutha Jones. . .
A Public Health nurse,. Mrs.
Little is active in commtMity
work. She is On ardent mem-
ber of Gospel Temple Baptist
church.
At the teas "Spring" was
represented by Mrs. Bessie
Oakley as chairman. Her corn-
mittee included; Mesdames E.
Mebane, T. Perkins, M. Fow-
ler and L. Thompson: "Sum-
mer," Mrs. Little, chairman,
Mesdames P. Jefferson, N.
Clarke, E. Martin, M. Robin-
son and Miss E. Watson.
"Fill" was represented by
Mrs. F. Bodden, chairman:
and Mesdames R. Jones. K
Bailey, F. Shelton and B. Por-
ter. "Winter" was headed by
Mrs. Virgil Bynum, chairman,
and Mesdames C. Tillman, E.
Smith, L McGuire and A.
Vance.
The wedding is set for Dec.
29, at the First Baptist church
Tennessee State university.,
He is a member of Omega Psi
in Murfreesboro. Phi fraternity.
Bell Appoints Fisk Grad
To PR Post In New York
RAMON SCRUGGS
Ramon S. Scruggs, who pio-
neered as the first Negro
white-collar employee of the
Michigan Bell Telephone Com-
pany in 1939, has been appoint-
ed public relations manager
for the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company in New
York City.
and fashions from 1890 to 1962.'
Among those scheduled to
appear are Mrs. Helen West,
Mrs. Anna Monger Martin,
Mrs. Carol Hooks Higgs L.
V. Johnson, Miss John Ella
Wells, Mrs. Mattie Cash Smith,
Mrs. Charles Etta Branham,
Mrs. Grace Meacham. Mrs.
Charle P. Roland, Joseph
Westbrook Elmer Henderson,
Lonnie Briscoe and others.
Coordinators for the Revue
are Willie Kelley and Mrs.
Gwendolyn Conley Walton,
dances: Mrs. Ethyl Venson,
fashion: and Morris Goddard-
drama and lighting.
The Steering Committee in-
cludes Miss Clarice Sykes, Mrs.
Charle P. Roland and Joseph
W. Westbrook. Tickets can be
purchased from members of
the Alumni Association and
the Business Office at Le-
I Moyne College.
IONIA'S PORO
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WAVING
SCALP TREATMENT
The promotion will be ef-
fective January 15. In his
new post, Scruggs will be con-
cerned with the Bell System's
corporate contributions, espe-
cially in the aid to education
field.
He will go to New York from
Detroit, where he has, since
1955, been customer relations
manager in Michigan Bell's
public relations department.
GETS AWARD
Scruggs has been active in
Detroit community affairs for
many years. In mid-November,
he received the 1962 equal
opportunity award of the De-
troit Urban League. He is a
TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP
AND SCHOOL
259 N MAIN
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING
CREATIVE AND LATEST STYLES
PERMANENTS 
 SCALP TREATMENTS
member of the board of the
Detroit Urban League, the Na-
tional Urban League, the De-
troit chapter of American Red
Cross, the Michigan United
Fund. the Michigan Society
for Mental Health and Chil-
dren's Hospital, chairman of
the general solicitation com-
mittee of the United Negro
College Fund, and member of
the public .body of the Greater
Detroit Area Hospital Coun-
cil.
Scruggs joined Michigan
Bell in mid-1939 as a commer-
cial agent. He became manager
of the company's Gratiot pub-
lic office the next year and
was transferred to the public
relations department in 1950.
In his most recent assignment,
Scruggs has helped maintain
relationships with ethnic, edu-
Icational and civic groups.
FISK GRADUATE
A 1932 business administra-
tion graduate of Fisk univer-
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
B
 H
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, T 
"YOUR Company Makos What You Mk For And
Creates What You Think Of"
MRS. FENTON LITTLE
More than 100 guests attend-
ed the tea and program. Ap-
pearing on the program were:
Wilford Glenn, who played
piano music; instrumental so-
loists Miss Esther Pulliam,
Charles Little, Jr, Mrs. Elsie
2,000 Invited To Attend
More than 30 representa-
tives at the United Nations
;will be guests of honor at the
;International Cotillion set for
' the Waldorf - Astoria. Friday,
Nov. 23, when some 52 young
ladies, representing many na-
tionalities will be presented
Ito an assemblage of interna-tional society.
The Cotillion, an annual
event, sponsored by the Na-
tional Council of Negro Wom-
en, Inc., will benefit the Coun-
cil's National project, the Ma-
ry McLeod Bethune Memorial
and Educational Fund. The me-
morial, authorized by the 86th
Congress, will be erected in
1Washington, D. C., on public
Hand set aside for the pur-
pose.
sity, Scruggs held a national
marketing assignment with
the Rumford Chemical Co.,
Providence, R.I., and served
three years as boys work di-
rector of the Detroit YMCA's
St. Antoine branch before join-
ing the Bell System.
All of his positions have in-
volved extensive community
relations work.
FREEZER OWNER SPECIAL
60 LBS. MEAT ORDER
Net Weight) U.S.D.A. Graded Choice
Consist
•30 LBS. CHOICE ROASTS ALL FOR ONLY
•20 LBS. CHOICE STEAKS
•10 LBS. GROUND BEEF $39"
Why not CHARGE IT? We want new CHARGE ACCOUNTS.
NO DOWN PAYMENT. 4 Months to Pay.
Only 1% Interest Per Month.
Many Other U.S. Inspected Meats.
RAMON'SMeat Market
200 N. CIEVELAND ol PopIo BR 6-3655
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earls, Miss Altyeena Foster
and Mrs. Mary Lacey; vocal
soloists Mil* Jo Ann Jones,
Miss Sylvia Little, Miss Pam-
ela Thompon; and readings by
Mrs. Lillie a Jeffry and Mrs.
Sylvia C. Powell.
Guests attending included:
Mrs. Lora Green, Mrs. Ar-
thur Whittaker, Charles John-
son, Miss Charlotte Howard,
Mrs. Mary Anderson, Mrs. El-
sie Davis, Miss Glover Till-'
Ilan, Miss Lora Green, Mrs.
Phillis Wright,
Mrs. Mildred Moore, Leroy
Allen Mrs. Annie Mae Clem-
mons, Mrs. Emma Claybrook,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Clark, Richard
McDaniel and Charles, Jr.,
Mrs. Otis Branch, Mrs. Cleo
Robinson, Mrs. Lula Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Lewis,
Mrs. Laura Harris, Mrs. A.
Hubbard, Mrs Matthews, Mrs.
Gladys Nichols, Mrs. Rena
Howard, Mrs. 011ie Jones, W.
L. Jones, Mrs. D. R. Sodden,
Mrs. Ella Paige,
John Ttirner, Mrs. M. Has-
s-11, Mrs. Pauline Bowden.
Mrs. Anna P. Harms, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Campbell, R.
Washington, Mrs. Grace D.
Brown, Mrs. Alice Hatchett,
A. T. Williams, Mrs. Alton
Foster, Mrs. B. M. Harris, Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Thompson,
Mrs. R. A. Mebane, Mrs. J. B.
Mebane, Miss Verna Meekins,
Mrs Bennie Thomas, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lee,
Mrs. Josie Burden, Mrs.
Thelma Davidson, Mrs. Marie
Burke, Mrs. Edwena Hudson,
'Miss Lydia Collier, Mrs. Er 
John McGuire, Mrs. Alber
Lee, Mrs. M. M. Dulaney, M
i
A. L. Higgins, Mrs. Eva Hal 
Threat, ilton, Mrs. Mrs.
Gleoce, Mr. ' Cottrell, Ms*
Crossley, Mrs. Gibson, .
Mrs. M. K. Jam'. Mrs EliNg
abeth Watson, Mrs. Mabel DAt:
vis, Mrs. A. Spraggins, Mrs. a
Fingall, Mrs. Lilts Hall, M
Selma Smith, Mrs. Aline Wa
Mrs. Vinnie McBride, M
Mary Hill,
Mrs. M. Ross, Mrs. Bell
Wesson, Mrs. Ruby Stewar, 
Mrs. Katie Pope, Miss Cheryl
Scott, I. S. Sodden, Mrs. Daley
Holliday, Mrs. McDowell, Mrs.
Ruth Robinson,
Mrs. Lottye Irvin, Mrs. E.
T. Johnson, Mrs. Birdie Le-
noir, Mrs. Annie Wiley, M
Sudie Mosley, B. Johnson,
and Mrs. Charles Cooper, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Miller, Mrs.
Ruth Whitsey,
Miss Gwendolyn Collier,
Mrs. Magaline Whitsey. Mr.
and Mrs. W. Morgan, Miss A.
C. Cargill, Mrs. Dorothy John-
son, Mrs. Maggie Miller, Mrs.
Clara Person, Mrs. Lenora.
Vortic, Mrs. Genie Mae Allen,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith,
Mrs. Josephine Little, Mrs.
Edna Haywood, Mrs. Jame
Smith, Mrs; Julia Pulliam,
Mrs, Eva Flowers and Da*
ter, Mrs. Emma Smith,
Mary Williams, Mr. and btril
R. Sims and Daughter, MIN
and Mrs. Edward Stewart
Perry Little and Mrs. Nettie
Reeves.
nest Kirtland, Mrs. Flora TERMITES- ROACHES?'Cochran, Mrs. Sadie Gurney,
Mrs. Rubye Douglas,
An estimated 2.000 are ex-
pected to attend the social af-
fair.
Miss Dorothy I. Height, na-
tional president of the council,
in speaking of the annual
event and its purpose said,
"The current international sit-
uation makes it all the more
important that, as we come
to mark the Centennial of
Emancipation, there should be
established in the nation's cap-
itol the Mary McLeod Beth-
une Memorial as a symbol of
the contribution of the Negro
to American life over the cen-
tury of freedom." The Memori-
al is named for the founder
of the Council who was also
the founder of the Bethune-
Cookman College at Daytona
Beach, Fla.
Honorary co-chairmen are
Mrs. Robert F. Wagner, Mrs.
Jacob K. Javits, Mrs. Ralph
J. Bunche, Mrs. Edward R.
Dudley, Miss Marian Ander-
son, Miss Lena Horne, Miss
Leontyne Price, • Hon. Bessie
Allison Buchanan and Mrs.
Oscar Ruebhausen.
Miss Clara Wells is Cotil-
lion general chairman.
Mrs. Lucille Dobbins, Mrs. Syl-
via C. Powell, Miss Laverne
Bonner, Miss Elaine Williams,
Miss Katherine Neely, Mrs.
Geneva Redus, Miss Lois
Neely, Arvery Flower,
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Pest Exterminating Ce.
o. Z. Ever• FA 74033
R Ba ih Refresherb, Boum GIRLS FROM NINE TO NINETY
CAN KEEP LOVELY ANL.
FRESH. WHILE USING
RUBY'S BAlti REFRESHER
you ,,,c interested in mak-
oxtrt1.4.ulicy 101 your social
JAurch, or any ("Nunt zci-
tion, you u.lei sell the BATH
REFRESHER oo, a SO )(I
tins,. Nib '.0 good produLt.
You 11.11“. .Ioney fur y,1.1,
Ua wIll kl% 1.001'
seif.
RUBY'S BATH REFRESHER
Cob by ;AA Cluviud ut thts tel
lowmy Bouuty Situps.
ROWELL - 1439 Ragat,i, 0 & S - 1552 Wilson
CHARMEL's -.124 Hernando
I'LL. I St (.. If F —My,. Right, Ririt
• l 84829 14.0) Rai;an
•
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IT'S FOR YOU! IT'S CHRISTMAS!
Handy phones make happy homes ... all year round
Telephone services are personal, different and appre-
ciated all year long. What better way to make Christ-
mas really special in your home?
Home Interphone makes your family's regular tele-
phone service even more useful. Home Interphone
lets you talk room to room, answer the door, relay
outside calls, check on the children—all from the
nearest phone!
Extension phones bring comfort and 'convenience to
every room. Step-saving., time-saving extensions come
in a wide tboiee of odors-and styles.
The Bell Chime carols your calls with musical tones.
When warm weather returns you can set the Bell
Chime for a louder bell, easily heard on porch or
terrace.
These and other modern telephone conveniences are
easy to order. Just call the Business Office or ask your
telephone man.
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Alcorn Grad
Promoted To
WAF Captain
dm TRUAX FIELD, Wis.—Dor-
Ws G. Garrett of Corinth. Miss.,
has been promoted to the rank
of captain in the Women Air
Force (WAF).
Captain Garrett is now serv-
ing as chief of the accounting.
branch here.
!Daughter of Mrs. Mattie L.
Gbrrett of 1125 King St., Cor-
ir
tale Street High 
school.th, she is a graduate of
S 
'Captain Garrett, a graduate
of Alcorn A&M college, Lor-
Man, Miss., received her M.S.
degree from the University of
Wisconsin through "Operation
Bootstrap, an Air Force pro-
gram whereby qualified mem-
bers are sent to civilian col-
leges and universities to com-
plete the final six months of
work for their degrees.
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lig CARLOTTA WATSON, plead you, seriously ask your-
self what harm you have done;
when they censure you, what
good! Colton.
Mrs. Watson: It seems to rue
the children in the high school
are demanding too much mon-
ey. For what I can't see. MY
daughter comes home nearly
everyday, wanting money for
this and that. It seems it was
not so in the grade school.
Can't something be done about
it? Mother
Dear Mother. I expect when
your daughter was in grade
school, you came to school
often. You visited the school.
Not because she was in trou-
ble but because you wanted
to know her teachers. Why
not do it now?
If you would become ac-
quainted with them, you could
ask them, and then you
wouldn't have to play on your
imagination. I know you are
DORIS G. GARRETT not one, but many parents
don't know the name of a
teacher who has taught their
children from the 9th to the
12th grade.
They never go over to the
school unless there is iron- MARINE AND WAVES — Two members of
ble. Sometimes if you would the WAVES helped CPI. Gathon McGowan of
go when all 'is well' you could Pasadena, Calif., celebrate the 187th birthday
feel relaxed. Next week is of the U.S. Marine Corps at a ball held at the
American Education Week, a Memphis Naval Ale Station on Nov. 10. At
good time to go to School.
, left Is Airman Apprentice Wesley Heners, of
At Booker Washington, on
Dec. 8 we will have a mam-
moth PTA Tea. Please look Lecture Series
forward to coming. Come even
if you are not a Booker Wash-
ington Parent. I am not in po-
sition to say whether the
young lady needs the money
or not . . . I am merely saying
. . . going to the school would
be a good way to find out
that and many other things.
Words of the Wise
The life given us by nature
Is short; but the memory of
a well-spent life is eternal.
—(Cicero)
At LeMoyne Is
Underway
DKEENDKR
Washington, D. ('., and on the right is Air-
man Apprentice Loretta Mitchell of Detroit.
About 1,000 Marines and their guests were
present at the affair. (Navy Exchange Photo
Studio)
chairman of the English de- ' Community Council
ers College, is scheduled to Starts Xmas Drive
speak Dec. 14. He will dis- . Ncg,,,, Citizens Corn- the Y. W. and Y.M.C.A., N.A.- ! she spoke on the challenges,
cuss "The Existential Correia- ,munity Council held a joint IA.C.P., local Hospital Auxili- HENDERSON needs and changes of the Nettive of 20th Century Drama."!celebration last Wednesday. It ,aries and Training School Or- I gro and in particular, Negro-,
celebrated its 15th anniversary Youth.
Dr. Ralph G. Jones, profes-!! .ganizations, as well as various She pointed out that Negro
leadership is changing from
the "Uncle Toni" to a dynamic
New Negro dedicated to the
best interest of his people.
With the natural - born in-
stincts for drive and deter-
mination to succeed in this
generation, she predicts the
Negro will not sit still while
the world moves forward.
GIVEN PLAQUE .
Miss Joe Helen Bowers, ba-
s'leus of Lane's Alpha Gamma
chapter, presented Mrs. Dun-
nigan with a plaque for out-
standing service in the field
alternate Miss Shirley Knox. of human relations. She was
"Miss Personality" is eyivia 1presented by Mrs. Vivian Bell,
Singletary.
partment at Christian Broth-1
Una Vocal Club
Donates Basket To
A Needy Family
Una Vocal club members do-
nated a Thanksgiving basket to
a needy family this week, and
it contained a 20-pound turkey
,all ready for the oven.
Earlier the club paid another.
$50 installment on a $500 life
membership in the NAACP. It
was presented to Mrs. Maxine
A. Smith, executive director of
the Memphis branch, by Mrs.
II. S. Sodden, president of the
club.
Members of the club paid on
personal memberships a n d
bought conies of the history
of the NAACP, "Fight For
Freedon," by Langston Hughes.
A talk on the current work
of the local branch of the NA-
ACP and the aims of the na-
tional organization was given
by Mrs Smith.
Sorority Observes
1Founder's Day
Founders Isis it as recently
observed by the Beta Ch
chapter of the Chi Eta Phi So-
rority, Inc. The ceremony was
held at the home of Mrs. Lydia
Campbell of 770 Bey at , dur-
ing a candle light service.
Mrs. Ahene Carrington Ew-
ell, founded the sorority, in
Washington, 1). C., October,
1932, for the purpose of closer
union among nurses, and
"Service for Humanity."
Mrs. Aliens, C. Ewell is now
executive director of the lona
Whipper Home for Girls in
Washington, D. C. and an ac-
tive member of Alpha chap- Mrs. Alice E. Dunnigan of is presently serving as the
ter there.
A tea was given recently at
the Emmanuel Episc o-
pal church to help promote a
scholarship fund for nurses.
The local chapter is still in
its infancy, but its goal includes
scholarships for nurses, work-
ing with such oa anizati n
LeMoyne College's 1962-63:sor of English at LeMoyne. 1Fund' Drive durini a bailqu'e.t'
:welfare agencies.
lecture series sponsored by the will speak Feb. 8, discussing: at Tucker's auditorium, 54l !
English department is under- ,"Four Philosophical Concepts Vance ave.
Way. ' in Literature." ! The organization, each year,
sponsors a "Mr. and Mrs. Yule-.
The first lecture was Nov. Dr. Paul Hayes, associate Tide" city-wide contest. About ,
15, which featured Hugh A. professor of philosophy anc1 1 30 are presently vying to win.
religion at LeMoyne is thelThe crowning is scheduled for!
March 15 speaker. He 
will1Sunday, Dec. 16 at the Foote
discuss "Theological Conlin- 
Homes auditorium during a 1
Yuletide Tea and Fashionette,
uities Among Three Outstand- from 4 to 6 p.m. ,,
ing American Religious Poets.", Persons interested in volun-
teering to work in the drive!
are asked to appear at Tuck-1
er's additorlum Friday, Nov.1
23 at 7:30 p.m. or call Mrs.
Berdell McGuire at 323-6144 or
Mrs. Flowers, WH 6-3280; Miss
Patricia McDaniel at JA 5-9808.
, The 1962-63 officers of the
I Council arc:
Raymond Lynotn, president;
Mrs. Noble -Thornton, vice
president; Joseph Mayo, treas-
urer; Prince McGuire. general chairman:..
chairman; Willie May.
Negroes In Parade to come home.
M.A.M. is waiting for Cal
general chairman; and secre-
Community 
guest speaker was held in the
Tein.n.
Negro Citizens
The king And 1 of thequeen
. C. M. came to the Coronation
It is rumored that E.M. and reception honoring 
the
lanes, Mrs. Berdell McGuire,
Council participated in this
Mrs. Elmer Flowers and Miss
! year's Main Street Christmas it. Who wants to go to a coro- 
C. A. Kirkendoll on the cam-Ball in a truck, but she denies 
homs of President and Mrs.
Patricia McDaniel.
Parade last Thursday. It is nationm.. Ball ! in a truck? 
pus immediately following the
Miss Edwards Weds
to go back home. What she with Mrs. Du
nnigan wereii.:i Gloria Davis can't wait
. program. In the receiving line
believed that this is the first
Roscoe Wood Here 1 a float in the parade. going for/ I don't know, President and Mrs. Kitten-time that Negroes have ridden is
She wants to see Mr. L. C.
w' doll, Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell.
Dr. and Mrs. Herman StoneMiss Dorothy Mae Edwards 1 The Council's queen was but I do have a good idea.
became the bride of Roscoe I Miss Jane Braswell, 18, a sen- Jr, Mr. and Mrs Robert OweniPernell.
and Mrs. Ethel Vinson of .
Memphis. Tennessee.
—
Lifson, associate professor of
art at LeMoyne. He discussed
"Wallace Stevens and the
Ego."
Brother Luk e Maurelius,
DO YOU NEED MORE
MONEY?
MAKE UP TO $200
A WEEK
OUR FIRM NEEDS 12 NEGRO
MEN AND 5 NEGRO WOMEN
WHO HAVE SELLING ABILITY.
CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN.
MUST APPLY IN PERSON.
MRS. ALINE C. EWELL
ALICE E. DUNNIGAN, well-known Washington. D. C., news-
woman, presently serving on the Preeldent's Committee on
Equal Employment Opportunities. is seen here at Lane
college addressing audience on 40th anniversary observance
of Sigma Gamma Sorority, Inc. she predicted that Nevi,
youth would keep in step with demands made on present
generation.
Lane Sigmas Present
Alice E. Dunnigan
,stiington, spoke to
a capacity crowd of over 500
when Nu Sigma and Alpha
Gamma Chapters of Sigma
Ganuna Rho Sorority, Inc., ob-
served their fortieth anniver-
sary recently in Jackson, Ten-
nessee.
Mrs. Dunnigan, Sigma soror,
Education Consultant to the
President's Committee on
Equal Employment Opportu-
nities of which Vice Presideht
Lyndon B. Johnson is chair-'
man.
In keeping with the sofOril
ty's national theme "Training
Youth for Community Service"
Wood during a ceremony all
the Greater Mt. Sinima Bap-
tist Church, 1340 Florida at.
Officiating was Rev. W. S.
Burford, pastor of the church.
The bride wore blue and
white attire. The maid of hon-
or was Mrs. Rosa Satifield.
Best man was Early Johnson.
The ring bearer was Anthony
Earl Oliver.
R Was A First For
ior of Hamilton high school,
who is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hughes Braswell of Gold
st. The junior king was Na-
thaniel Robinson jr., six, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Rob-
inson Sr., of Hunter at. The
junior queen was Mary Dean
Bell, seven, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Bell of Mer-
chant st.
ROBERTS
THE COMPLETE FAMILY STORE
THE STORE WHERE MOM-DAD AND ALL
THE CHILDREN CAN BE CLOTHED
WITHOUT LEAVING THE STORE.
We Feature A Complete Line Of Casual And Dress
Clothes For The Family With Taste And Appeal.
OPEN AN ACCOUNT
TODAY- 6 MONTHS
TO PAY!
CHRISTMAS
IS JUST AROUND
THE CORNER.
Our Customers Pay No - 1. Carrying Charges
2. No Interest
3. No Hidden Charges
4. And No Down Payment
FREE BLANKET 72x90
with any $25.00 Cash
or Charge Purchas•
ROBERTS
CREDIT CLOTHES
172 SO. MAIN
BUSINESS
COLLEGE NEWS
By ESSIE MeSWINE
The Highlights of this week
Activities were the Thanks-
giving Program given by the
seniors, and the crowning of
Miss Ida Ray Cobb as "Miss
Henderson 1962-63" and Mr.
John Thurman "Mr. Debon-
aire 1962-63" at the Corona-
tion Ball Thanksgiving Night.
First alternate Was Miss Pen-
ny Williams and the second
In order to give the students
a better knowledge of "credit"
a film entitled "Creditinan's
Confidence in Man" Was
shown the students last week.
THE LATEST GOSSIP
WHO'S WITH WHOM?
Ethel Mays and Charlie Mc-
Bride, Sammie and Sweet -
Mickey, Queen and Rudolph
Graham, Mamie Hunt and Jer-
ald Smith.
Sundra Henderson and Y.-
KM., Mary Hill and M.Y.K.W.„'
Essie and Y.G.T., Shirley and
S. Cook.
Did you know that Lula
Brown walked out the dorm?
It is rumored that Elois Hall
is making it with Mr. Larry.
It is rumored that Bobbie
Well recited a poem for
Thanksgiving.
The ability to earn a living
and to live on what one earns
is a problem for every indiv-
idual. Family bookkeeping
will be helpful to all individ-
uals regardless of their future
occupations. In order to set
your budget right take ac-
counting.
If the secretary has a know-
ledge of shorthand along with
other subjects included in gen-
eral business, she is able to
perform her tasks more effi-
ciently and with greater con-
fidence.
If you are looking for the
typical secretary — try Hen-
derson.
basileus of No Sigma chapter.
Highlighting the program
was the dedication to Mrs..
011ie E. Stigall, 96-year-old
Sigma sorois who had been
affiliated with the Jackson
chapter for over 20 years. She
is a resident of Humboldt,
Vying To Be Named
'Miss LeMoyne
The 1962-63 "Miss LeMoyne"'
contest is underway and titik
of six pretty coeds will be
crowned Dec. 14 at the coro-
nation ball.
Vying for the honor are 4va
Addison and Ruth Jones, sen-
iors; Alice Johnson and bray
Thompson, juniors, and Laiirg
Lawrence and Alfreda Wooten,
sophomores. •
"Miss LeMoyne" contestantb
must have high scholastic. av-
erages, be active in campus
affairs and they must be sin;
gle.
The three finalists will be
selected by judges folloviing
a banquet Nov. 29. Studer 
ballots will determine the win,-
ner on Dec. 14.
A fashion and talent shot
featuring the contestants wi#
lead up to the banquet. •
Mamie Kilbon is chairmal
of the "Miss LeMoyne" con-
test. The current "Miss Lit
Moyne" is Elsie Lewis. •
HEATER REPAIRED
WE REPAIR!
ALL TYPES OF HEATERS.
WE SPECIALIZE IN
CONTROL
AUTOMATIC
DAY AND NITE
SERVICE
DEFENDER
Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For the Whole Family SAT1111111111
DONALD DUCK
THE CISCO KID -:-
i noniK z couLD arrsoor
km, so' i CouLoVr ASK
QUESTIONS OF A GISAI7 MAW!
ETTA KETT
- ID CRAWL ON MY
HANDS AND KNEES
TO BE NEAR YOU,
f:QtA.MCou5r.'
THERE.'CAN
Neou HEAR IT?
a
POPEYE
By Walt Disney
By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
THE WILD 54..IL1.ETCR4SIE5
INTO 774E "...or mouse.
By Paul Robinson
7
S
I'D GO THIZU RAIN,HAIL,
NOW,SLEET AND
LIGHTNING TO BM
BY 'TOUR SIDE-
(1:1STEN.Y—IT5
CHOPPY'S TINY RADIO!
HE HAS IT AGAINST
,,s......ONE EAR-THE PHONE
'',... AGAINST THE OTHER.
EAR-
DON'T FORGET.'YOuRe
TAKING me TO THE Hoo
TOMORROW, 
NAG ItslEi!YOU
CAN HEAR THE
MUSIC RIGHT
11-MU HIS HEAD.
WAIT!Itl... TURN ON
THE RADIO AND SEE
WHAT THE
V/EATI-IER
REPORT
by Bud Sagendorf
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Secret Agent X9
GLAMOR GIRLS
WON /*eel ',Idled*, he, 1. SId *Ms rennol.
"Is this your idea of Widening our horizotue?!"
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By Bob Lewis
eek' 0Drie Ct* Ette et
DAILY FORTUNE FINDER
To learn your "Fortune" for today from the stars, write in the letters
of the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on the line of the astro-
logical period in which you were born. You will find it fun.
7 S a 7 11 11 10111213141S 16 1716 19 20 21 22 23 24 2S 26
ASCDECONII K treNOPQR STUVWXT
JAN. 12-
PD. 20
1 4 9 12 5 13 13 1 9 19 19 15 12 22 5 4
FIB 21-
MAC. 20
5 18 18 1 14 4 19 15 6 4 5 12 9 7 8 20
MAL 21.
APR. 20
1 4 -
•19 20 21 18 2 9 14 7 7 9 18 20 8
APP. 21-
MAT 20
1 8 1 18 22 5 19 20 9 19 14 5 1 18 5 18
'
AMY 21-
JONI 11
1 12 1 2 15 18 15 8 4 5 22 15 20 9 15 14
JUNE 22-
AULT 23
14 5 3 20 1 18 8 15 18 20 8 5 7 15 4 19
JULY 24-
AUG. 22
113 614 1 3 5 919 1 22 15 9 4 5 4
AUG. 23-
SEPT. 23 14 21
18 20 21 18 5 1 4 22 1 14 20 1 7 5
501.24-
OCT. 23
1 18 1 18 9 20 25 21 14 3 15 22 5 13 5 4
OCT. 24-
NOV 22 1
9 1 12 21 2 18 9 15 21 19 3 8 1 14 7 5
NOV 72-
DEC. 72 19 1
13 16 12 5 15 6 19 5 3 21 18 9 20 25
DI"-
JAN.21
2 6 14 5 22 15 12 5 14 20 3 8 15 9 3 3
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EASY PAYDAY
Memphis middleweight Er-
nest Buford, adept at handling
hia dukes • both in ard out of
the boxing ring, had hardly
worked up a sweat when he
suadenlr was a knockout vic-
tor over Bill Marsh of Little
Rock in the second round of
their scheduled 10-round main
event last Friday night at the
Abe Scharff YMCA. The fight
highlighted a five-bout card
for the benefit of the YMCA's
charities.
iMarsh was matched withhe more experienced Buford,
who had defeated the veteran
Jimmy Beecham of Cleveland
in his last outing, on the
strength of his 11-straight vic-
tories amassed.
After a first round feel-out
period, Buford's jabs put a
rosy red glow on the nose of
Marsh in the second. Marsh
went to one knee after one
stiff Buford left. Moments lat-
er, the Arkansan went down
during a clinch and the end
came, to the disapoointment of
approximately 3 5 0 howling
fight fans, when a towel came
flying in from the Marsh cor-
ner. Referee Rye Fidblatt
completed the count to make
it official.
There *Were, however, some
legitimate knockouts on the
igirogram. Lightweight Tom-
Ilk Davis of Memphis gained a
fourth-round kayo over Tuffy
Carter in a wild and wooly af-
fair, scheduled for four.
The visiting Little Rock
team hit the canvas again
when middleweight Aaron
Hackett was awarded a tech-
nical knockout over Andy
Singleton in the third round.
In a battle of 160
-pounders
in the eight-round semi-wind-
sp, Memphian Bill Kerr knock_
ed Crip Swain off his feet
AT MARINE CORPS BALL held at Millington Naval Air
Station on Saturday, Nov. 10, Cpl. Carl H. Carter of Nash-
ville, Tenn., leads the Marine Aviation Detachment's Drum
moor 4001410in lip
lirtAT
•
•••••,
and Bugle Corps during the traditional cake cutting cere-
mony for the Corps' 187th birthday. About 1,000 Marines
and guests were present. (Navy Exchange Photo)
for these remarks by the brash
young Clay.
BLUES BOWL SATURDAY
Many unfortunate families
will have their Christmas
brightened by the Beale Street
Elks leaving bags of grocer-
ies. This yuletide endeavor can
be greatly enhanced by local
and out-of-town fans packing
Melrose Stadium Saturday
night for the annual Blues
Bowl game.
A strong Horace Mann elev-
en of Little Rock, Ark., will
lock horns with the Booker
T. Washington Warriors who
are the city Prep League
Champions. The Warriors post-
ed six wins and a 12-13 loss
to Douglass is the only blot
on their record.
The invading Little Rock
gridders are no strangers to
the Warriors. Horace Mann,
for the past two years, has
roughshod over its opponents.
Last year, these same War-
riors were on the short end
of a 32-6 score.
According to reports, Wash-
ington can expect another
well-balanced Mann squad. At
any rate, the fans are in store
Sonny Liston was the target for a classic battle with the
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK 
Warriors banking their hopes
Auto Liability-For Youths-Old Age 
on the strong running of Oscar
Refused, Rejected, SR-22
-Handicapped
Good Coverage . . . Good Terms
8 K AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
JA 6-8977 Columbian Tower
!near the end of the first round
! as Swain went back to his
!corner, angry at himself for
getting caught off guard. Kerr
!floored Swain for the count
:in the next round.
! James Webb and Charles
,Fisher, both local fighters,
,sparred to a three-round draw.
CLEVELAND DATE
Buford is slated for one of
the bouts on the annual dou-
ble main event Christmas
,Show in Cleveland, Ohio, with
!Del Flanagan as his opponent.
A win could get him a promis-
ed match with Philadelphia's
Joev Giardello.
! It's amazing how Buford has
recovered from a fall operation
.to continue his rugged profes-
sion. While Buford was in the
ihosnital as the result of a
Iknifing at the hands of a teen-
ager, he told this reporter that
the Incident was provoked by
the teenager who wanted to
prove his worth against some-
one with a reputation. It
nearly ended the young pugi-
list's career. It was the second
time the fast punching Buford
had survived a stabbing.
CLAY CALLS SHOT
At a recent football game,
Buford told a group at half-
time that loquacious Cassius
Clay was a little more than a
lot of mouth. The 20-year-old
with the historical Roman
name certainly proved he's to
be reckoned with by knocking
out ancient Archie Moore in
the fourth round last Thurs-
day night in Los Angeles. The
Louisville, Kentucky native
named the round he would
flatten Moore.
A quiet ringsider was given
notice by Clay as he made his
way from the ring that he was
next and that he'd have to go
in eight rounds. The robust
Reed and the sharp passing of
quarterback Howard Finley.
Reed, who has scored over 100
points this season, gets able
support from halfbacks Walter
Baughns and Eddie Richards.
frK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK Finley, with a 70-yard touch-
- 
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Uhis is the season when the best comes forth. That's why
more people use OLD CROW at holiday time - for
gifts and parties - than any other bourbon. There are 127
years of greatness behind OLD CROW in your glass.
CORE Starts New Task Force
DURHAM, N. C. — CORE's
newly - established Freedom
Task Force will go into action
Dec. lit in North Carolina
and Tennessee following a fi-
nal two-day training period
here. The Task Force will be
composed of long - term vol-
unteers, many of whom are
college students.
Basketball League
Registration Open
The Memphis Recreation De-
partment is now accepting
registration for adult basket-
ball teams and the deadline
is Nov. 30.
An additional league of six
teams composed of boys who
have formerly played in the
Prep League or collegiate bas-
ketball is also wanted.
Interested coaches should
call E. T. Hunt, supervisor of
Recreation at 324-3515, Exten-
sion 308.
Basketball Schedule Prep League 1962-63
Night Games-7:30 p.m.
Day Games-3:30 p.m.
Night—N: Day—D
Dec. 3
Douglass vs. Manassas at
down dash to his credit, makes
the enemy secondary vulnera-
ble to passes because of Wash-
ington's fine ball loggers.
With Aubrey Howard, Mel
Weston and Harvey Smith
prime targets, the Warriors'
passing game could prove the
difference in an expected nip-
and-tuck dog fight.
Mannassas (N): Melrose vs Hamilton (D); B.T.W. vs Les-
Bertrand at Bertrand (N);
B.T.W. vs Carver at B.T.W.
(N)
Dec. 4
Lester vs Hamilton at Les-
ter (N).
Dec. 5
B.T.W. vs Bertrand at Ber-
trand (N). Carver vs Doug-
lass at Carver (N); Melrose vs
Manassas at Manassas (N).
Dec. 7
Manassas vs Lester at Les-
ter (N). Bertrand vs Douglass
at Douglass (N).
Dec. 12
JAMBOREE TIME Hamilton vs Melrose at Mel-
The gridders had little time
rose (N).
to get their togs packed away Dee. 14
before the basketball season Carver vs Lester at Lester
was upon them. (N); Douglass vs B.T.W at
Several exhibition or pre-
season games have already
been unreeled. The Prep
League will again stage a pre-
season Basketball Jamboree.
The sites selected are Melrose
for Thursday night, Nov. 29,
and Carver for Friday night,
Nov. 30.
At Melrose, Douglass goes
against Lester for a half and
Melrose jumps with Manassas
to complete the action of the
Northeast teams.
The Southwest quintets go
into action at Carver with the
Cobras tangling with Hamil-
ton and National Champions,
Washington Warriors, complet-
ing the night against Father
Bertrand. *Each school will
handle advance tickets.
Douglass (N).
Dec. 17 Jan. 21
B.T.W. vs Hamilton at Douglass vs Carver at Doug-
B.T.W. (N): Carver vs Ma-
nassas at Carver (N).
Dec. 19
B.T.W. vs Manassas at B.T.-
W. (N); Carver vs Bertrand
at Carver (N).
Dec. 21
Lester vs Melrose at Melrose
(N); Douglass vs Hamilton at
Douglass (14).
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
Dec. 22 - Jan. 1
Jan. 2
Carver vs Hamilton at Ham-
ilton (D); Bertrand vs Lester
at Bertrand (N).
Jan. 4 - —
Manassas vs Hamilton at
ATTENTION, BOWLERS!
Manhasset% Bowling Bolls
Crown Princ• & Sw bluster Shirts & Bleustre
Complete Line Of Bowling Suppli•s & Equipment
Trephl•s For All Occasions
JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY
"Your Bowling Equipmont H•odquortors"
2975 Lamar FA 7.5122
Cooling
Hooting
Refrigeration
MEMPHIS
COMFORT AIR COMPANY. INC.
3705 Southern Avenue
FACTORY CERTIFIED CHRYSLER AIRTEMy
For Sales, Service, or any Heating Problem whether
forced air-steam-hot water, or any ether oil et gas heat.
ing equipment.
All work guoronteed-prompt, efficient service.
Ph. FA 4-3852 or FA 7-4400
IS YOUR HOME
READY FOR WINTER
AND THE HOLIDAYS?
1. Before winter sets in - let us Clean - Adjust and
Repair your Heating System.
2. Are You Having Roofing Problems? If so, Let
Us Replace Your Old Roof With A 20 Year Bond-
ed Guaranteed Roof.
3. Let Us Remodel and Decorate Your Home for the
Xmas Holidays.
4. Let Us Protect You From the Winter's Cold-with
Aluminum Windows and Storm Doors. Free Esti-
mates - Terms Arranged.
*IC, JE
CONSTRUCTION AND REMODELING CO.
398 MALBORO PHO GI_ 2 0691 MEMPHIS, TENN.
ter at Lester (N).
Jan. 7
Bertrand vs Hamilton at
Hamilton (D): Melrose vs
B.T.W. at B. T.W. (N).
Jan. 9
Carver vs Melrose at Carver
(Isl); Lester vs Douglass at Les-
ter (N).
Jan. 11
Melrose vs Douglass at Mel-
rose (N); Manassas vs Ber-
trand at Bertrand (N).
Jan. 14
Douglass vs Manassas at
Douglass (N); Bertrand vs Mel-
rose at Melrose (N); Hamilton
vs Lester at Hamilton (D);
Carver vs B.T.W. at Carver
(N).
SEMESTER EXAMS
lass (N); Manassas vs Melrose
at Melrose (N).
Jan. 23
Lester vs Manassas at Ma-
nassas (N); Douglass vs Ber-
trand at Bertrand (N).
Jan. 25
B.T.W. vs Hamilton' at B.T.-
Collierville
Teen Age News
By PE3GIE JONES
SPOTLIGHT
This week our spotlight
falls on Miss Brinda Davis,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Hughes, 375 Halley rd.
She is a member of the St.
James C.M.E. church, where
she is a member of the Jun-
ior Choir. She is a N.H.A. Glee
club and Libray club member.
Upon graduation she plans to
become a nurse at E. H. Crump
hospital.
BASKETBALL
On the basketball team are,
"A" team John Riley and
George Wilson. John Riley is
known for his great rebound-
ing, and George Wilson is
known for great dribbling and
jump shot. Both have played
in both games against the
Carver Cobers and Carver of
Brownville. On the cheering
squad is Miss Elizabeth Wil-
son, a junior.
LETTER
Dear Reuben: We are glad
to see you back in action and
we are sorry that you have
been ill. From your friends
around Collierville.
Parents See Skits
At Meeting Of The
Walker Ave. PTA
"Interested Parents and
"Distinguished Parents" were
the two skits that claimed the
spotlight when the Walker Av-
enue School of 995 S. Lauder-
dale held its P.T.A. meeting
this past Tuesday, Nov. 13.
Many parents and friends
witnessed the presentation in
the school auditorium at 3:30
p.m. Room mothers of the
school sponsored it.
A previous meeting drew
much acclaim for its thought-
provoking panel discussion on
the "Nine Points of Interest"
set forth in the P.T.A. manual.
Response from the parents
was great.
Miss Georgie Banks coordi-
nated the programs for Walk-
er Avenue School. Miss Val-
erie Fifer is the P.T.A. presi-
dent.
Charles J. Patterson ii the
principal.
This was announced on ZIOV.
15 by CORE Program Director
Gordon Carey, who will Wed
the training session and to-
ordinate the program.
JIM
BEAM
W. (N); Melrose vs Hamilton
at Hamilton (D).
Jan. 28
Carver vs Lester at Carver
(N); B.T.W. vs Douglass at
B.T.W. (N).
Jr.n. 30
Hamilton vs B.T.W. at Ilam-
ilton (D); Manassas vs Carver
at Manassas (N).
Feb. 1
B. T.W. vs Manassas at Ma-
nassas (N); Carver vs Ber-'
trand at Bertrand (N).
Feb. 4
Lester vs Melrose at Lester
(N); Douglass vs Hamilton at
Hamilton (D).
Feb. (I
Carver vs Hamilton at Car-
ver (N); Lester vs Bertrand
at Lester (N).
Feb. 8
Hamilton vs Manassas at
Manassas (N); Lester vs B.T.W.
at B.T.W. (N); Melrose vs
Bertrand at Melrose (N).
Feb. 11
Bertrand vs Hamilton at
Bertrand (N); B.T.W. vs Mel-
rose at Melrose (N).
Feb. 13
Carver vs Melrose at Mel-
rose (N); Lester vs Douglass
at Douglass (N).
Fob. 15
Melrose vs Douglass at
Douglass (N); Manassas vs
Bertrand at Manassas (N).
W. P. SHELTON
MOVING CO.
"LOWEST RATES
IN TOWN"
a Ian Distance
I BR 4-0942
911 Rayner St.
I
,
Great
4ayorites
MEMPHIS
LIGHT AS
A WHISPER
DARK EYES VODKA 100 Proot or 60 Pint
100% Grain Neutral Spirits. Clew Spring Distill-
Ins Co., Division otJames B. Bairn Distilling Cw.
Clermont, Eleam,Kentucky. 11 M BEAM 36 Prep,
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey James B%
Beam Distilling Co., Clermont, Beam, Kentucky%
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2157 CENTRAL AT COOPER Ii 0-7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
5o., ° jr I..IJtGE PAR h. N G .1 t?/•,'.4
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
HAROLD SAYS
FORGET THE
REST-
TRADE AT THE
BEST!
Enjoy the Friendliness-
Courtesy and
Appreciation
of Our Staff —
AT
QUALITY LIQUORS
CORNER OF
BEALE& HERNANDO
To make Thanksgiving a more Pkasurabk
one, he sure and Visit Us for your Beverages '
LIQUORS - WINES - GINS -.VODKAS
and SCOTCHES
Yours Truly,
QUALITY LIQUOR'S
CORNER BEALE & HERNANDO
Mgr. HAROLD STREETS
• ATTEND ELKS' ANNUAL BLUES BOWL GAME FOR CHARITY
Melrose Stadium, Saturday nite, Nov. 24 pi'm Booker T. Washington vs.Horace Mann of Little Rock
Page 12 . • . SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1962
ii
1111EMPMAN GETS AWARD - A Memphian.
Walter Evans, second from left, was awarded
a 51,000 scholarship at the Howard University
School of Engineering and Architecture re-
cently from the Home Builders association of
Washington, D. C. The son of Mrs. Lena
Evans Jones, he has maintained a "B plus"
average while taking courses related to home
building. Stephen G. Yeonas, president of
NBA, third from right, is shown presenting
check. From left are Lewis K. Downing, dean
of School of Engineering: Evans, G. Frederick
Stanton, university secretary and di,ector of
public relations; Yeonas; Dr. Max Meenes.
head of Scholarship Committee, and Prof.
Howard •H. Mackey, head of the Department
of Architecture.
Hunt And Mickle
To Address Women
The women of Second Con-
gregational church on Walker
ave., have invited the women
of Mississippi Boulevard Chris-
tian church to attend meeting,
at Second Congregational
church Sunday, Nov. 25 at
4:30 p.m. Mrs. A. S. Hunni-
cutt is president. Worship ser-
vies will be led by Mrs. Paul
Hayes.
Featured speakers will be
Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor of
the Mississippi Boulevard
church and Rev. John C. Mick-
le, pastor of the host church.
Both will speak on "My Crurch
And Its Denominational Out-
reach."
A question and answer pe-
riod will follow the addresses.
The meeting will close with a
fellowship period in the Par-
ish Hall of Second Congrega-
tional church.
Hostesses at the refresh-
ment tables will be: Miss Al-
mazine Davis, (Mrs. John D.)
Minnie Davis, Mrs. Edwina
Fields, Mrs. Margaret Ford,
(Mrs. Robert L.) Winifred
Franklin (Mrs. Walter W.) Ma-
rion Gibson, (Mrs. Allen) Lois
Hargraves, (Mrs. Paul) Diana
The Way We See
By DOROTHY LEWIS and
BOBBY DAVIDSON
SPOTLIGHT
This week the spotlight
shines on Miss Dorothy
James, who lives with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willliam
James Sr., at 1551 Gold ave.
Around the campus she par-
ticipates in such organizations
as the Student Council, is vice
president of City-Wide Library
Association, Fashion editor of
the Hamilton Newsette, cap-
tain of the Pep Squad, repor-
ter of the Charming Ladies
Society and also Miss Char-
mant Les Dames. Socially she
is a member of the SeQuita
Social club.
In religious life she attends
the Union Valley Baptist
Church. Hats off to a very
lovely and charming young
lady.
BOCIALITIES:
DOLLS: Jackie Walker,
Joyce Rankin, Sandra Taylor,
Flora Flemming, Robbie Ford,
Sarah Rubin, Vergie Grayer,
Hayes, (Mrs. Taylor C. D.)
Frances Hayes, and Mrs. Al-
ma Joyner Holt.
The F amous
Beale St. Shopping Center
COLETTA'S
TAILORS
TUXEDOS-RENTALS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
129 Bittolo
WAYNE'S
SHOE STORE
160 BEALE STREET
-THANKSGIVING SPECIAL-
Men s Imported Italian
Shoes- Reg $15 95
Now ,`12"
UNCLE SAM
„. SAYS....
MONEY
TO LOAN !
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
Bargains In Unredeemed Pledg•s
Shotguns - Cam•ras - Diamond.
Radios - Jewelry Clothing
UNCLE SAM'S
PAWN SHOP
,122 BEALE
SALKY-BROTHERS
SPECIAL
5395 up
55 Up
Metal Sultcases
Foot Lockers
RADIOS-LUGGAGE
LADIES JEWELRY
JA 7.4646
1--31[1LT LAS/El:VT
PRINTING CO.
.46 ;)//i(ie,
Iil (bei 8/
Memphis, Tenn.
358 Beale St.
HIGH QUALITY - L0',7 PRICES
BERT
125 BEALE
MEN'S ALL \!:00L
LATEST STYLE
7 DEPT.
STORES
1221 THOMAS
LADIES FIRST QUALITY
60 GAUGE nor] SEAMLESS
SUITS HOSE
s24F roe95 SiAlteration
2 Pairs
For
00
RAGLAND'S
Serv. Station
382 BEALE STREET
Rd. Service -JA 5-9672
"The Best In
Service And
Quality"
ALL DAY 25
PARKI:16
S 1 00
PABKING
WEAVER'S FAST CAR
WASHING - EXVIET
LUBRICATION
Mechanic On Duty Daily
RAGLAND
& SCOTT
880 E McLEMORE
"The Best In
Service And
Quality"
ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
HEAVY-DUTY
MECHANIC SERVICE
j WEAVER'S FAST
j OAR WASHING
EXPERT LUBRICATION
()
STUDIO-1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by
ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET
PAPE'S0.4EN5 ,4nv
STETSON
SHOES
159-Al BEALE ST.
MEMPHIS 3, TENN.
M & H CLEANERS
& HATTERS
151 Beale St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
wa Hems Been In Business 15
`foam B Pia Aro Spacial.
Ists In Our Meld.
Visit M & H BARBER SHOP
ELMOR'S
SALE STORE
146 BEALE ST,
BAN-LON SOCKS
Asst. Colors Reg 89C
THIS WEEK'S 59,
SPECIAL
TOYS CANDY
Men's
Corduroy
PANTS $
Heavyvrol ght
aroma a, Navy 
A PAIR 
9 WAIL 
Up To $1.25 Roll
PAPER 25A Poll
Men's Drill
PANTS $29
Tan, grey and
green. All first
q uality. PAIR...
Boy's Long Sleeve
$1.00 Sport Shirts
All broods,
colors.
Sixes to IR 69c
Sig Value.
Only 
READY MIXED
PAINT 5195
Gitil0f1
Boys' UNION SUITS
,,,9, 9.
Sizes 2 10 6
CARDS Oibh.BOOKS
I N
ATHAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 11 1711 HALO STREET
HARRY'S
DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE
WHERE PRICES ARE RIGHT
205 Betale St.
$12.95
Men's
Dress Pants
SPECIAL PRICE
$5.77
$3.99
Ladies Shoes
Flats-Wedges
SPECIAL PRICE
$2.77
a. 
 1
 
UNREDEEMED SPECIALS
Rifles 
 
S995
Guitars.... 512"
Suitcases  sl9a•
Watches   5795.
Rings 
 
s39s•
• Plus Tax
MORRIS' LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE STREET
"Small enough to Apprecsare
Your Business"
NEED-MONEY?
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT
AMERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale
Of
182 So. Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
‘0°
a2 10% 0
littt‘ 
Flowers for All Occasions
Cut FlOWINS Daily
Funeral Designs
A Specialty
Witn.us Bloydes, Prop
TEN N.
REGULAR
BAPTIST BOOKSTORE
1863 Standard Sunday Scheel
Commentary. . • :MAW
19113 HIGLEYS Seedily School
Conunentery :Les
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Peck•i P... Pointe fop Emphasis
345 BEALE STREET
Phew JA 7-4732.
Rev. C. M. LEE, Own•r
CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET
MONEY LOANED ON ALL
ART1C,LES OF VALUE
All Business Confidential
SPECIAL
DIAMOND c
BRIDAL SET 4 1914 kt. Gold
Your Slior4ng
Always Good
Carla Allen, Jacqueline Brod-
nax, Vera Merritt.
GUYS: Ernest Batten, Hu-
bert McGhee, Orlando Harris,
Amos Miller, Lester Hamilton,
Leo Kolheim, Joe Duckett,
Eddie Hughes, Bennie Adams,
Eddie Walsh.
MAKES YOU WONDER
What would happen if
Thomas Walton was as Cute
as he thinks he is . . . Wan-
da Boggan and Larry Mitchell
were tight . . . Joyce Walton
talks about Theodore Ander-
son . . . Larry Dailey, Evelyn
Buchanan would like to be
president of your fan club
... Barbara White has a crush
on a certain Wildcat . . . Jan-
ice Hill has a crush on Ernest
Batten . . . Does Vergie Gray-
er admire Gary Woods . . .
The Season Girls are about
to make a change . . . Does
Ann Cloud really have the
power?
We're inclined to believe
that Maxine Perry is running
that car (E M.) . . .
Does Adell Smith really
think he has a fan club around
Hamilton . . .
Dorothy James gives swing-
ing parties . . .
The Troy King Fan Club
is now City Wide.
Will Rosie Tabor and Mat-
thew Dandridge ever get to-
gether?
Is Preston Peyton tipping
on Virginia Harris or is it the
other way around?
The Robert Davis Fan Club
consists of Lora Green, Vera
011ie, and Clivetta Hoskins.
A certain Hamilton senior
is gathering information on,
Bennie Adams . . . It was a
problem for Amos Miller to
decide who he really wanted.
James Carpenter is known
as "Mr. Cool" . . . Myrtle
Rankins and Pete Wells are
tight as ever . . . Theodore
Pickett and Doris Woods were
looking good at Hamilton's
Coronation Ball . . . Willa
Parker and Lawrence Greene
believe in togetherness . . .
QUESTION OF THE WEEK
. . . Why are certain senior
boys in Teenage Land trying
to form fan clubs and why
are the young ladies joining?
If any readers of this column
know the answer to those two
questions, please contact one
of the writers of this column.
Answers will appear next
week.
Beauchamp Leads
UNCF Drive In
Marianna, Ark.
T:177747"'Heil) Wanteo
Thursday, November 22nd
THANKSGIVING DAY
Will be a
BANK HOLIDAY
Banks. members of this amocz
ateon will not be open for the
transaction of bunnies,.
Memphis Clearing House
Association
.4
RA, e•err
ileSoly t..401•101. 10 WW1 is
•
l ehrtr oarMaidt '''iri r° 
an
Lot* 
Maids - Cock 
Ivo up
Church For Sale
Almost New
Modern Church
1325 Alcy Road
Brick sad onvcret. block co,,strUri,00.
tt. 72.325 eq. ft, lot, three road
frontage., plenty parking. space for
big PlaYgratind.
Wm. N. Hulsey
BILL KING REALTY COMPANY
3294 Poplar Ave. GL 5-2571
Houses For Sale
2.119,5) ROOM HOUSE WITH DEN-
HARDWOOD floors. Lot • 505175
lots garage. Take 31200 Equity F.H.A
approved. Monthly Note $80.
BR 6-3510
HEAD REALTY CO. KM h.o520
House for Sale by Owner
- If am leaning town. Affaume 0.1.
Loan. 3 bedroom brick. Fenced
yam]. Wired for air-conditioner. near
school.
Small equity notes $69.00
Call FA 4-8759 after 4.
Furn. For Sale
P.m grit
Rtatillto1 W•Inut finished, Spinet
Iyhe Plann
944 No. Idlewltd,
2 PIECES ((ROLLER LIVING ROOM
Suite, Excellent condition. $49.00.
Cali RR 2-2276.
JA 5.4381
WOMAN 1.1311H1131 JOS AS -MAID
babydritter five Oar. a *wok. Cal •
11-45/51
WOULD LIKE WtettE At-",:tisi
Ironer or keep cbildrea. v •
Call UH ti-2101.
Homeworkers Wanted: •,
W• Will *end you the comport• names
and Waimea of 50 U.S, firms Disa
1181.1. WAN1•F.111:
WE NEED RAP. Me-N OH WoMEt1
1,159 Mho./ 0,1. to In able to mare
•pe •nri •ole. rise
to ssoik •t men w.n .na 
wor11110
.nd ;/17:11:::.r7j, 
'',74111:::"T .7 f"
U 1 1010 Conlien1Y...;
AMIE EM
WoMan duties job as Iwo, sitter Of
to miles elder man or woMigh • Woukllike to work nights. CP TAWS
UKtiEN'TLY NEED HOMEWORKERS
for only 250 poetpaid! Kush YOur
name, address. and 25e today to
FARMER 210TS Fifth Ave. New York
10 NY
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE 4
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis maiket.
We pay 25 per cent and •30
per cent contract eurnmisgibtS
on the dollar.
THE TRISTATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Swat
Memphis. Tenn.
WANT TO HUY ANY TYPE
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
DITION.
Alao. Any Make Clock Repaired
Will Pick Up And Deliver
J. A. Hickey PH EX 7-6742
rmtme7r37=m".....terit
FURNISHED RODIA WI III 14•LF.
Oath-water is lights f is Mahal Phone
BR 5-7124.
3 ROOM A PA RTM-RTP-I' $4-5.00 PER
month. Reliable couple with children
wanted. MIR/hall 6-6594.
6-ROOM HOME FOR RENT 2 Frith-
rooms-Livia; Room-Kitchen-Full Bath855.00 Month
1583 E. Diana Circle.
Head Realty Co.
RR 6.3510 SR 5.0520
Situation Wanted
Business Services
13AHHEO LA KR FISHING ALI, DAY
50 cent*. - Horse back riding 31 00
hr. 50 mato 14 hr. - 5114W Nora
I a kr Rd. - EX 8.311118.
LAWN DARDEN SERVICE
Rolled 11,11.. rotted sawdust,
yard fertiliser: also Prattle H.=Call 3. J. McNeil. JA r.uses • 681
Pippin'''. St.
PIANO. VOICE AND CII A Rio
claasea. Private or groups. SP.'
rate to school cMIdren. Z. Lol• Kin1616 Solith Parkway East, Pbo.-
275-0435
DRESSMAKER 
- QUICK SERVWEHilda Barbra 5108 Horn Lake 144.
Call EX 8.1068
I HAVE CI RAN COMFORTARLIO
home wolking Mother' 1111141,1t. ARO
do living in home. 0.11 545•7961.
WANTED TOING IN kf 1HE1Envelopes arid lettere. for estimate
call 946-9098.
PRIVATE emery wourai Lute To
Porches, • home bar hi fair condi-
Wm. Cell JArkeme 194897.
EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIANS
wants job as shampooer in white
shop or as seamstress. JA 3-2684.
A United Negro College
Fund campaign in Marianna,  
Ark. was launched last Wed-
nesday night with W. C. Potts,
prinicipal of Felix High
School, Marion, Ark., the key-
note speaker. Henry A. Smith
Jr. is serving as chairman.
Assisting Mr. Smith in the
drive are Mrs. Winnie Ken-
nedy, treasurer; J. W. Living-
stone secretary; the Rev. J.
H. Hinkle, businesses and
churches, and Mrs. A. M. P.
Strong, business and civic
leaders.
J. A. Beauchamp of Mem-
phis is adjutant for UNCF in'
eastern Arkansas.
Another campaign already is
underway in Helena, Ark., and'
a third will start soon in the
West Memphis - Marion area.
Women To Hear
Mrs. M. Seward
"Christian Women Bound
Together with Mutual Bonds
of Love" will be the theme for
the annual Woman's Day ob-
servance at Golden Leaf Bap-
tist church on Sunday, Nov.
25. _
Dr. Fred McDonald of St.
Louis, Mo., will speak during
the morning service and Mrs.
Mauddean Thompson Seward,
will be guest speaker at 3.
'Mrs. Katie Thomas will have
,charge of Sunday school.
Mrs. Bessie Jean McKenzie
is chairman of the program,
Mrs. Francs Patterson co-
chairman, and Mrs. Eleanor
June Boyd secretary.
Dr. L. A. Hamblin is pastor
of the church.
Chat Costs $20
PROVIDENCE, R. I. - (UPI)
  - 
Richard A. Campagnone, 18
was fined 820 in court because
he stopped to talk to a girl.
He was charged with ob-
structing traffic.
At Bede Street
Shopom Center
"Miss Student KEA"
Members of the student
chapter of the National Edu-
cation association at LeMoyne
are conducting a contest to se-
lect the college's "Miss Student
NEA." The contest began last
Monday and continues through
Nov. 23.
'MEN AT LAST ITS HERE'
Thnireenria of men today fool
young and peony UP to 75. That
tlreJ weak. rundown feeling may
rimy be from the need for • sup.
;dement Try NATU/066 own
remedy.
RUMOTEX. A PHYSI-
CIAN'S FORMULA
}loom, bark if not mustier.] after 3
hostler. Only 55 00 for 2 week
„Nth en It chock or money.
order
THE RUMOTEX CO.
239 Vasa 115th it P Hog 204
We* York 20, N.Y.
Check Cur As Daily
ATTEND
WARE'S BIBLE CLASSES
541 Vance St.
EverY Monday Night
Free Enrollment
IMPORTANT NOTICE!
The nominating committee of am...
NAACP will make its report at the
regular branch meeting Sunday.
November 25th. 4 p.m.. Mount
Olive C. M. E. Church Linden az
Instructions
INSTRUCTIONS
Trent for Modern Careers. at hothlkli
Bridal Ccemultation. Wardrobe Cgig
ordination: Drees Design. Writ* for SF
formation SpecifY Correspondence
course of your choice.
HALLIIII, STUN AGHOOL
for Modern Careers 11 North State.
Chicago. in.
THE JELL NURSING HOME FOR THE AGED
The Jell Nursing Horne For the Aged. located •1 1714 E1ID1110011
AVXNUE. la Open to the public and le receiving Patients daily.
This home Is unique and modern In every way. 
•Nurses are on duty twenty.four hours each day.
The member, or the eat! are: Dr. D. W. RANNELS, L.P.N. Mrs. MStle Miller. Mrs Elisabeth Williams Barnett. President, Mrs. LeoraSmith. Manager. Mrs Lachre Williams Jordon. Secretary
For further information call 275-784
elinimse.,..smmemowiesp 
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAcison 6 7523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOM
JOIN TODAY! 4*
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 18 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, ComfoN•bio. Modern Furniture,
Private Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . . .
Weakly Rates: $S - $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ft. -
Dicing - Swimming - Wading SeCliOns. Underwater Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Dad. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulatior Gym Squipped with Stagg: Spact•tors Section wilt1200 ses;inq capacity - For Leagues. T mournaments, Copetstivo
Matcher. Classes - Boxing -'Community Programs
4. 7•Large Club Rooms: Club Mailings - Classes - F01 o0,, 
-
Conte's:roes - leas - Sodom
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SUE IS NOT
A GYPSY
'Ibis is her new office at the litissisl,
sippi Stale Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she la back to slay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragerle
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to yeti
Just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM 1110,1, at once,
Located on Highway 51 Mouth, Just over Missis-
sippi State I.ine on the way to ilernando. Iler holm*
is 2 blocks below here she used to slay right asi.1,111
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to look for the MOCK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at. rill times. (Sheik
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State IJn
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S IIANI) SIGN.
1
